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ABSTRACT 
The results presented in this thesis are from the preliminary 
data on a K P formation experiment. The experiment was carried out 
at the Rutherford Laboratory using the British National Hydrogen bubble 
chamber with a Track Sensitive Target (T.S.T.) to afford gamma-ray 
detection. 0 0 0 0 The final states selected for the analysis are A r. , E n 
_ MeV 
and K0 n at incident momenta between 200 and 500 ---- . 
\.,; 
i.n detail, in particular its limitations and how they should be handled 
are described. 
The cross-sections for 0 0 + - -~ A + neutrals, A-n n and Kvn channels 
2 MeV . \( '0) are obtained in 0 C momentum ~ntervals and the presence of the 1. 152 
is quite clear. The kaon flux is determined by using the observed 
tau-decays. 
The data is •divided into 6 in1:ervals of incident momentum between 
250 and 500 MeV and fits are made to the distribution of missing mass 
c 
squared to the A0 -hyperon, the production angular distribution and the 
0 polarisation of the A . These fits gave the Legendre expansion co-
e~ficients describing the angular distributions and the polarisations 
for the A0 n° and E0 n° final states. The results are in good agreement 
with the previous data. 
Finally events fitted as f, 0 -ro 0 and E~1r 0 hypotheses with one 
associated gamma-ray are chosen. Here the gamma-ray is used to resolve 
the f,o/~o b' 't , L. am ~gu~ y. The observed production angular distributj.ons 
for these events are compared with the results from the fit above using 
events without ganwa-rays. Also, the decay proton 
angular distribution of the fitted E0 n° events is compared wi'tl-1 the 
results from the fit. There is a good consistency between the two 
results and that of the previous data. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
During recent yea.rs several experiments have been carried out to 
study K p interactions at low energy. Looking first at the status of 
bubble chamber experiments, in Figure 1.1 a summary of the exposures 
taken place below 2 G~V is shown. The ordinate is number of events oer 
·-
· 11 · · 2 5 r-1e V · 1 m~ ~narn per -C- momentum ~nterva • These experiments are all of the 
11 d f . A b b 650 MeV . . d so-ca e ormat~on type. s can e seen, a ove · C ~nc~ ent momen-
tum experiments have b•:!en carried out at a level of at least 1000 events/ 
mb 25 MeV per C In the Tripp series of experiments (LBL 1965), this 
r.-~ev level reaches about 3000 events/mb per 25 ~ over a region of 350 to 
4 c::o MeV . "d t ;) C ~nc~ en momentum. However, it is noticeable that in the region 
MeV 
of 450 to 650 c' not only the number of experiments carried out is 
quite small, but these are also relatively low-statistics experiments. 
The situation, from the point of view of the statistics, gets worse below 
150 MeV 
c 
'i'he conclusion is, therefore, that above primary momenta of 
b 650 MeV h · · f ' k . . 1 h b a out C t e ~nteract~on o negat~ve aons w1t11 nuc eons ave een 
investigated comparatively well experimentally. Below this value of 
momentum the number of experiments that has been performed is quite low so 
that correspondingly the availability of goo~ experimental data is poor. 
A major problem with low-momentum exposures stems from difficulty 
in constructing low-momentum K -beams of high intensity and well-defined 
momentum. Otherwise, counter experiments could be employed to accumulate 
high statistics. Even so, the detailed processes would have to be left 
to bubble chamber experiments. One reason for this is that tn each of 
the final states produced as a result of K p interaction there is one 
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particle with a rather short life,:ime (see reactions listed in 1. l) which 
makes Ute use of counter tcchniqu~s very difficult. However, handling of 
low-energy interactions in bubble chambers is very difficult too. For 
example, effects like rapid energy loss makes the determination of momen-
tum difficult and/or leads to short-length tracks which are difficult to 
detect and measure. For experiments below 150 M~V, there is an absolute 
need for a very well-defined momentum so that the beam momentum at the 
point of interaction is dP.termined by its position in the chamber and not 
t; ~i~~~~ ~~y~~£c~~n~. ri~ a LeHuit or chese a1tt1culticz all the data 
available for incident momentum below 150 M~V come from at-rest inter-
actions; there are no in-flight data. Moreover,with the development of 
accelerating machines of higher and higher energies the main interest of 
investigators has moved dway from physics of low-energy interactions or 
even higher energies of the order of tens of GeV to hundreds of GeV. 
Consequently,it is clear that just from the point of view of 
MeV 
adequate statistics, experiments are needed in the range below -350 c 
MeV -
and between 450 to 650 C K -laboratory momentum. Apart from the 
"adequate statistics" point of view, there are also compelling reasons 
from the physics point of view. These will emerge as a series of problems 
in Section 1.2 below. 
1.1 Review of low-energy K p interactions 
The main channels in low-energy K p interactions are: 
-K p -lo- K p (a) 
-lo- i(cn (b) 
-lo- n-r+ (c) 
( 1. 1) 
-lo- 'll'+r- (d) 
-lo- 'II' oro (I 0) (e) 
-lo- nOJ\O (I 1) (f) 
-· J -
t-1ultipion final states of the K p interactions are possible but, apart from 
A0 n \r- channel in the region of A (1520), their contribution at low momentum 
to the total interaction cross-section is negligible. 
All the reactions {a) to {f) have been studied in different experi-
ments. MeV -The first large statistics experiment below 280 C K -laboratory 
m0ment ~·!1:!£ m.;.dc b:t !Iurr.ph:rE:y aihl Ru::;::; (ref. l. l;. A sim1lar analysis was 
later carried out by Kim {ref. 1.2) in an experiment with about 10 times 
larger statistics. Experimental cross-sections and angular distributions 
- + 0 0 for the reactions {a) to {f) as well as I: :E : I: :A branching ratios at 
rest were obtained in the two experiments. The experimental results were 
then fitted to the Dalitz-Tuan theory (ref. 1.3) which asst~es that the 
effective range is zero for K p-system. This theory is briefly reviewed 
below. 
-From SU2, the K p system has equal amplitude in the i::;utopic spin 
states I 0 and 1 
1 
12 
I 
0 
> + 
1 
12 
Here I
0 
and r 1 are the isotopic spin 0 and 1 states respectively. In the 
first four reactions listed above, both isotopic spin states are involved. 
The neutral channels, leading to 1: 0 and A0 production a_re respectively pure 
isotopic spin 0, or isotopic spin 1 reactions. With charge independence, the 
isotopic spin eigenstates for the K N system are: 
[1 - IKon >] ljlo Kp > -12 
1 [I - I K0 n > J ljl1 12 K p > + 
<Po [I + - 1:on.o > + lr-rr.+>] = I: 'IT > 13 
1 [I + - - + J 1!>1 = E n > E 7i > 12 
x1 
IAollo > 
- q -
From these, and knowing reacti.on amplitudes, the cross-sections are: 
where 
(J -Kp 
(j 
r+,r-
(J 
·-- + l.. TI 
(J 
f.OnO 
(J 0 0 A n 
= 
= 
4n 
4n 
4na 
L 
I 
~ (.'\ + A ) - i K A Al 12 
(1 - i K A
0
0
) (1 - i ~ Al) 
~ (Al -Ao) 12 
(1-iKA)(l-iKA} I 
0 1 
i 
M 
0 1 
•• 
2 
,._1 
-- - + K 
4nqE 
K 
4nqE 
K 
16 1 -· i K A 0 2 1- i KA 1 
l•l M1 
2 
1 0 1 
1-iKA 2 1 16 -iK Al 0 
l>l 
. 2 
1 0 
-
16 1- i KA 0 
2 
1 - i K A. 
J. 
the complex scattering leng·ths for I = 0 and 
assumed constant over the momentum region. 
reaction amplitudes for (En) I=O , 
A0 n° final states. 
(En) and I=l 
centre of mass momenta of the hyperons (l. and A) 
centre of mass momentwn of K-. 
As mentioned earlier, these cross-sections are based on the charge-
independence assumption. In practice, however, these are modified by the 
effects arising fro~ the electromagnetic interactions which give a measure 
of the breakdown of charge independence. One such effect is the mass 
difference of (K , K0 ) and (p, n) which makes the charge-ex·change reaction 
MeV impossible below "'90 C K -laboratory momentum. Another effect is that 
of the K p Coloumb interactions which is expected to became important at 
lo•:! cnc:::-gy. ~·:her, this la.t..i...t::.L t.:ui.rec.:tion is to:nnulated it leads to about 
8"" . h 1 ' . ' 100 MeV d 2 " correctJ.on to t e e astJ.c scatterJ.ng cross-sectJ.on at "' · C an % 
MeV 
correction at "' 400 C To the precision of mos·t experiments these 
corrections are not important. However, taking into account these effects, 
the cross-sections are given by 
doel 
dU 
where 
0 
0 
01 
D 
b 
0 
bl 
= 
= 
1TK 
0 
K 
41Tb 0 I 
K I 
A -A 
0 1 
D 
2 
1 - i K A. 
Ci l 
D 
2 
41T:1 I 
2 
1-iK A I 0 0 
-----D 
i (A + A1) (K + 1 --2 0 
qE I Mo 12 
2 
Nl 12 qL I M1 I + qA 
K ) - .K K A P.
1 0 0 0 
K is the centre of mass wave number for the charge-exchange rea·tion, 
0 
.. 
6 is the: scattering angle, B is the Bohr radius of the K p system and 
c2 = ~; [1 - exp(- ~~-l is the Coulomb penetration factor. The hyperon 
cross-sections can be expressed in terms of six parameters, four contained 
-- G -
ir. the complex scattering lo:!ngths A and A1 and two defined by, . 0 
(a) 
(jlth + 
where cjJ is the phase difference between I = 0 and I = 1 amplitudes for 
M 
L TT production and cp = Arg ( Mo) is the phase difference at the cha:rge-
th 1 
exchange threshold: ,;mr1 
(b) 
£ = 
where r. is the fraction of I = 1 production going via !\-production. 
Then, -,~ 1 1 ( 1 - £) - [~ u 0 a -a + 4 01 (1-E)j COS<j> r+TT- 6 0 b 0 1 
1 
+ [-f; aoal ~ 1 (1 - £) ( 1 - e: >] coscfl a = -a + a1 
z:-1T+ 6 0 4 
1. 
0 -a 
LOTTO 6 0 
and 1 
a =- 2 °1£ f107TO 
The value obtained by Kim for the si~ parruneters are as follows: 
A = (-1. 67 ± 0.04) + i(0.71 ± 0.04) fm 
0 
Al (-0. 07 ± 0.06) + i(0.68 ± 0.03) fm 
£ = 0.31 ± 0.02 
cjlth = -53.8 degrees 
It has been shown by Dali tz and Tuan (ref. 1. 4) that if the real 
part of the scattering length is large and negative, and the imaginary part 
-is small, it requires a virtual bound state below the K N threshold, 
the mass and the width of which, for I = 0, are: 
E 
r 
r 
2 -1 
m + m - (2Jl a ) p K- K o 
3 
2b I (J.i I a I ) 
o K o 
where mp and mK_ are the masses of proton and K- respectively, JlK is the 
reduced mass of K p system, a and b are the real and imaginary partS of 
0 0 
! = () e~-~~n-~-- 1--~-h 
. - J --~-:.- ---. 
Substituting K:i.m's value of a and b gives 
0 0 
E = 1410.7 ± 1.0 MeV 
r 
r 36. 4 ± 3. 2 ~1eV 
. * These are very close to the values for Y (1405) which is to be under-
a 
-
stood as an s-wave bound state of the K p system. 
In the region of 350 to 430 MeV/C incident K -laboratory momentum, 
Berley et al. (ref. 1.5) have published data on all neutral channels, 
more recently there has been a high-statistics experiment carrieu out by 
l'-1ast et al. (ref. 1. 6) in the region of 240 to 450 MeV c laboratory momen-
tum in which have been examined in detail nearly all the K p final states 
in this region. 
-The major structure in this interval of incident K -momentum is 
the •..:ell-established A (1520) with spin 3/ 2 and negative parity (ref. 1. 7) 
·-
which i~ an isospin singlet resonance, and decays predominantly into NK 
and E1r. There has been a tentative identification of a resonance at a 
laboratory momentum of about 280 MeV 
c 
'l'his is the L (1480) 'tlhich is 
classified as one star state in PDG tables (ref. 1.8). 
In a multichannel phase-shift analysis, Kim (ref. 1.9) has some 
'd f at 520 MeV ev~ ence or a resonance c with a mass of 1570 MeV (P01 state) 
- 8 -
and in an experiment performed by Armenteros et al. (ref. 1.10), there 
MeV has been tentatively identified a signal at about 480 -c- with a mass 
of 1554 MeV (P 11 state). Recently Bowen et al. (ref. 1. 11) have examined 
the interactions of K p and K n in hydrogen and deuterium respectively. 
There is evidence for a resonance in the K N, I = 1 cross-section at 
ab 580 MeV out C 
1.2 Motivation for the experiment 
From the brief survey of experiments which were carried out in the 
MeV -field of K p interaction below 600 -c- incident K -laboratory momentum, 
some of the motivation for performing this experiment can be stated as 
follows: 
(a) Cross-sections The results obtained by Kim below 280 M~V are very 
important and the experiment giving rise to it must be examined critically. 
Although it is not intended to suggest that these results are wrong, there 
are many features of the Kim work which raise doubts about its overall. 
accuracy. From the point of view of working at very low momenta, there 
is no evidence that energy loss is properly taken into account in deter-
mining momenta. Indeed primary momenta are quoted which correspond ~o 
Kaon of zero-range and could not be measured. Where the data from the 
experiment can be compared in detail with other experiments inconsisten-
cies appear. 
For e:~~~ample, the ratio of the transition rate 
- - + Kp .... t 'II' y = 
- + -Kp .... t 'II' 
for events produced at rest is determined by Kim to be 2.06 ± 0.06 whereas 
the value obtained by Tovee et al. (ref. 1.12),using emulsions, is 
2.40 ± 0.06. 
- 9·-
ln the analysis by A.D. Martin (ref. 1.13) using dispersion relation 
+ to link higher and low momentum data for both K and K interactions, 
discrepancies were again noted in the Kim data. For these reasons it is 
clear that there should be an independent experiment and analysis of the 
MeV low-momentum Kaon interactions below about 300 -c- . This requires good 
dl:li .. ~rwination of the cross-sections. 
(b) Resonance Production As mentioned before, in the momentum region 
MP.V -u~~uw bUU -c- incident K -laboratory momentum, only the general behaviour 
of the resonant o03 amplitude, A(l520), is fairly well understood. The 
existence of others like t(1480}, P01 and P11 states as described in the 
MeV . 
previous section and the one predicted at 580 -c-momentum is still in 
doubt. Therefore, higher statistics experiments of good quality are 
required to clarify the situation of the existence of resonances other 
than the A(1520) in the low-momentum region. 
(c) Partial Waves The angular distribution at low momenta are, 
obviously, consistent with being purely s-wave. MeV At about 400 -c- incident 
momentum, the D-wave A(1520) is strongly produced. However, the 
uncertaint~; still remains concerning the onset of P- ana D-wave amplitudes. 
This needs to be known to delineatu the region in which Kim analysis 
(S-wave analysis) is valid and it requires well-founded angular distri-
butions~ The examination of polarisations for the weakly decaying E0 and 
A 0 hyperons will lead to the examination of the interference of the 
partial waves and to the onset of p-waves. 
(d) A0 /E0 ambiguity Reactions (e) and (f) of those listed in 1.1 are 
pure isospin I = 0 and I = 1 channels respectively. In other words, the 
production of the 0 0 A(1520) should be seen only in the E w channel and 
the existence or otherwise of the I c 1 resonances described earlier 
(e.g. E(1480)) should be seen in the A0 -production only. The problem 
0 
arises from the fact that, although the A is clearly identified in the 
b bbl h __ .... h ,o •ono or '·.o11o11o u e c c1J!U.Jer, w ether the 11 is produced directly (in 11 1' 
channels) or indire.ctly through the decay of E0 is much less clearly 
resolved. This is the well-known 11. 0 ;r. 0 ambigui'ty and can only be resolved 
if the garr.ma-rays associated with the production of the A 0 ;:mc'l F. 0 
through the accompanying n°-meson, and the gamma-ray from the r. 0 decay are 
observed. In the previous experiments (e.g. ref. 1.5), this ambiguity 
has been resolved u11.:i.y by applying a selection to the distribution of 
n1issing mass squared to the A 0 -hyperon. Unfortunately the data have a 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
considerable background from A n and A 11 n /r u channels which make 
the result biased. The experiments in a heavy liquid bubble chamber would 
help resolve the ambiguity but at the same time the unccrlainity of tht= 
target introduces another ambiguity. Consequently an experiment in 
hydrogen with good garnn1a-detcction is really needed. 
1.3 The Present Experiment 
This is an exposure of high statistics in a track sensitive 
target (T.S.T.) bubble ch~)er described in detail in Section 1.4 of 
this chapter and also i.n Chapter 2. In the T. S. T., Kaon interactions can 
only occur on protons and the surrounding neon-hydrogen chambe.r will 
improve gamma-ray detection by a factor of 20 over a conventional 
hydrogen bubble chamber. 
The high-statistics should lead to the determination of cross-
sections with good precision and to angular distributions and polarisa-
tions of fair precision. The enhanced gamma-conversion should help to-
wards the unambiguous investigatton of the separated I = 0 and I = i 
channels. Special attention needs to be given to the determination of 
low-momenta and to the correction for tracks too short to be seen. 
Using a composite chamber for the first time, the technique has to 
be proved and it has to be demonstrated that what technical problen1s it 
introduces are well identified and understood. Because of this it is 
essential to have a clear, well-known signal such as the A (1520) to 
establish the validity of the technique. 
The experiment is in three phases. F:L:n~1-1 y t-h~;> te'='hni'lue h:t£ to 
be demonstrated to work satisfactorily. Its limitations are to be found 
and properly handled. It is tested by showing that the determination of 
cross-sections, angular clistr.i.but.ions and polarisations in the region of 
the well-known A (1S20) do not lead to systematic differences. The work 
done in this thesis is concerned with this phase of the experiment through 
the study of all neutral channels. 
The second phase is to re-·examine the data at low-momentwn and to 
repeat the six parameter analysis of l<'.im and check ·the results with the 
Martin Analysis using dispersion relations. 
The third phase is to examine little investigated regions from 
450 650 MeV . 'd d 1 . to -c- ~nc~ ent momentum an· to check the existence or ot1erw~se 
of the I = 1 resonances. 
1.4 Btmble Chamber Technique and Track Sensitive Target 
To perform an experiment at low momenta as described above in which 
channels have to be identified ~learly requires a technique such as the 
bubble chamber. The conventional hydrogen/de.uteriurn bubble chamber has 
become one of the most common detectors for collecting data in high energy 
physics. Charged particles are detected isotropically in a 4n solid 
angle in this instrt~ent and their trajectories are defined by paths of 
bubbles which are of the order of a few htmdred microns in radius. 'l'he 
chamber has good s.patia.l resolut,ion of better than one. millimetre and 
permits all details of the whole event including the interaction point 
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to be detected. This is very ~mportant in the study of events in which 
short lived particles are produced and in particular this becomes vital 
at low energies where the decay lengths of the unstable particles are 
comparatively short. The chamber has also high spatial precision and 
measured points can be reconstructed in space with an error which is 
t-ypically cf the order of 100 uu.~..:..::uulj uespi te e1·rors ot reconstruction 
and errors associated wi.th the chamber such as movement in the liquid. 
Finally the liquid used in the chamber can be chosen according to the 
requirements of an experiment. In particular if t.he chamber is filled 
with hydrogen there is no ambiguity over the nature of the target nucleon . 
There are of course, despite all the above merits, some disadvantages 
associated with the technique, the main ones are as follows: 
(a) Because of the lo\o~ cycling rate of the conventional chamber, about 
one expansion per second combined with a maximum number of tracks per 
picture of about 15, the data taking rate is extremely small for low cross 
section processes. Z..1oreover, unlike the cloud chamber whose expansion can 
be counter controlled, the expansion of the bubble chamber cannot be 
triggered on specific reactions and so the collection of ·the data is non-
selective. For example, in anexperiment based on 5 x 10 5 pictures with 
--u 10 metre track per frame, one can extract only "-' 200 events for a 
10 ~b cross-section. Lack of selectivity has led to the design of the 
rapid cycling bubble chamber to be used in conjunction with external 
counter systems. The external counter system decides if a photograph of 
the expanded chamber will be taken. In this way, the combination of the 
merits of the conventional bubble chamber and the electronic counters 
enables the system to be triggered selectively and to obtain with a high 
rate of expansions ( "-'30 per sec.) large statistics for small cross-
section processes. In this way the rapid cylcing technique can come 
within about a factor of 20 of the electronic spectrometers. DE! tails 
of this technique can be fow1d in reference (1.14). 
(b) The conventional chamber is inefficient at detecting gamma-rays 
which arises from the long conversion length ( '" 10 m) for gamma-rays 
into electron-positron pairs in hydrogen/deuterium liquid. This lack 
of detection prevents Au/~0 particles from being directly identified and 
therefore makes it impossible to analyse kine matically events with more 
than one neutral particle in t.hP.i r fi n .... 1 -.1 ~·- .-"::J-·--
rise to a limitation on the technique at high energies where the multi-
neutral channels represent a large proportion of the events. At low 
energies, al t.hough the technique has been very sul:cessful \llhere the pro-
portion of the number of events containing one or more neutral particles 
is comparatively large, in studying final s·tates involving several 
neutral particles, or in resolving the 11. 0 /~ 0 ambiguity one again comes 
up against the problem that the gamma-rays produced in the experiment 
do not convert inside the chamber. To overcome this problem, bubble 
charr~ers containing heavy liquids of short radiation length, e.g. xenon 
of only 3 em radiation length, have been developed. In these cases, 
however, problems such as a large number of background interactions, 
limitation of measuring precision due to Coulomb scattering and the 
most important of all, losing the advantage of having free proton 
(hydrogen) and almost free neutron. (deuterium) as a targe.t, limits 
the use of these chambers. 
It seems then it 11/0Uld be very useful if the high ganuna effie-
iency of the heavy liquid chambers could be combined with the advantage 
of the hydrogen/deuterium bubble chamber 1r1hich provides free protons 
or quasi free neutrons as target. Therefore attempts have been made 
to put a hydrogen target inside a heavy liquid chamber. In some early 
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ones (refs. 1.15 and 1.1~) the technique failed as no tracks could be 
photographed in the hydroqen. In 1964 Goldhaber (:::·ef. 1. 17) proposed 
the use of a neon-hydrogen mixture as a heavy liquid filling for cryo-
genic bubble chambers. Streett and Jones (ref. 1.18) made a detailed 
study of phase separation conditions for neon-hydrogen mixture and their 
results supported Goldhaber's idea. In 1966 Leutz (ref. 1.19) suggested 
that it was possible to make the hydrogen in the target and the mixture 
in the chamber simultaneously sensitive. The idP.n nf t-r;~,..Jt: ~ 0 ~!';; ti ·~,.. 
target was then generated and the CERN-DESY collaboration (ref. 1.20) 
in 1966 successfully operated a flexible mylar container for a track 
sensitive hydrogen target inside a neon-hydrogen char..ber. Following this 
success the Rutherford-CERN collaboration adopted the idea and committed 
itself to a four year program using the 1.5 metre British national 
hydrogen bubble chamber (B.N.H.B.C.). The first run was made in November 
1971 in a 4 G~V + 'IT beam and was followed by a short run of p inter-
actions at rest. Finally an experiment with low energy and stopping 
kaons in hydrogen was made. This exposure is the subject of this thesis. 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
In Chapter 2 the basic bubbl•:! chamber and track sensitive target 
are described. The limitation and the precision of T.S.T. is studied 
and a brief description of the beam-line is given. The essential 
features of the chain of processes are described in Chapter 3, together 
with a brief discussion on the accuracy of the measuring system. In 
Chapter 4 some preliminary results from Durham data is shown together 
with the s·tatistics provided by the Durham group. The correction applied 
to A0 and K0 events for obtaining an unbiassed srunple of events are 
described in Chapter 5, followed by the determination of absolute 
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cross-sections for A0 and -o lC channels. In Chapter 6 an analysis based 
on ths missing mass squared to A0 is done to obtain Legendre expansion 
coefficients for angular distributions and polarisations for A0 n° and 
channels associated with one garruna-ray, the results of which are 
compared with those from the earlier analysis in this chapter. Finally 
the general conclusions are given in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS (I) 
2.1 The British National HYdrogen Bubble Chamber 
The B.N.H.B.C. (ref. 2~1) was filled with neon-hydrogen mixture 
at a temper.ature of 29.8 K. The mi~ture contained about 78 wul~ p~rcent 
of neon (radiation length ~ 40 em) to convert gamma rays into electron-
positron pairs. Its j.nternal volume was 150 em x 50 em x 45 em. The 
windows of the chamber were 15.5 an thick and their inner faces were 
45 em apart. Three cameras, 139 em away from the chamber, having their 
parallel axes on an equilateral triangle of height 48 em, photographed 
the chamber. The total volume of the chamber seen by all three cameras 
at once was about 180 li.tres and the volume seen by any pair of cameras 
was about 230 litres. The B.N.H.B.C. with surrounding magnet is shown 
in Fig. 2.1. 
2.2 Description of Track Sensitive Target (T.S.T.) 
The track sensitive target filled with liquid hydrogen at a 
temperature of 29.5 K was chosen as a vertical slice through the centre 
of the 1.5 metre B.N.H.B.C. The thickness of hydrogen in T.S.T. was 
7.5 em. Fig. 2.2 shows a schematic diagram of T.S.T. The operating 
temperature and pressure (76 P.S.I.) of the chamber were chosen to make 
the hydrogen in the target volume and the mixture in the chamber simul-
taneously track sensitive. The side walls of the target were of ~ 10 mm 
thick perspex which were essentially transparent to hadrons, gamma rays 
and visible light. They were also flexible enough to transmit the 
pressure variations from the neon-hydrogen mixture to the hydrogen in 
the target. With the expansion of the neon-hydrogen mixture, the flexing 
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of the perspex walls leads to a drop in the hydrostatic pressure inside 
the T.S.T. and hence it becomes sensitive to bubble formation. The 
movement of the perspex walls was less than 1 1nm at each expansion and 
this lead to a negligible contribution to the optical distortion of the 
chamber. The beam was injected into the hydrogen and since the T.S.T. 
was extended to the full length of the chamber, all primary interactions 
The sur:r:ounaing neon-hydrogen mixture presented 
a large solid angle for the detection of gamma rays emerging from primacy 
and secondary interactions in the target. Two different types of tarqet 
chamber were used in the exposure. The first one consisted of two flexible 
perspex windows parallel to the main chamber windows and were sealed to 
a steel frame by pressing them against indium wires. The framP itRelf 
was firmly connected to the bubble chamber body. The internal dimen-
sions of this target were 135 em x 33.5 em x 7.5 em. Figure 2.3 shows 
the metal framed target and in Figur~ 2.4 a typical picture from this 
target is shown. The obvious disadvantage of this t.arget wa:;; that the 
frame which was neither transparent to gamma .rays, nor to light, had 
obscured a significant volume of the bubble chambex- and thus limited the 
gamma de"b~c.:t.ion efficiency. The Sf~cond target which was completely con-
structed of plexiglass seemed to overcome the problem of obscured volume. 
In Figure 2. 5 a typical picture from this target is shown. 'l'he advan-
tages of this target over the composite one were as follows:-
(a) Since there was a region of neon-hydrogen available above and 
below the target, its gamma detection efficiency was significantly improved. 
(b) Unlike the metal framed target in which the frame had overshadowed 
the volume, in all perspex target all the chamber volmne was vl.!>ible and 
there was no shadowing effect. Details of the construction of the target:s 
can be found in references (2.2) and (2.3) respectivel:'. 
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2.3 The Exposure 
The 1.5 metre B.N.H.B.C. with track sensitive target was exposed 
to a flux of negative Kaons (from the K 19 beam) from the proton syn-
chroton, NIMROD, at Rutherford Laboratory. The exposure took place in 
two runs with different target arrangements in August and November 1973. 
The au·thui. Luulc.. i:Jart in "C.he secona exposure only. Approximately 
5 4.3 x 10 pictures were taken in the first run at five momenta between 
0 - 445 MeV/ c using the metal framed target anc;:l in the second run some 
4. 7 x 104 pictures were obtained at 14 momentn between 240- 580 lVJ.eV/ c 
using the all perspex target. 'l'he films were then distributed among 
groups from University College London, Birmingham, Univer~i t~ T.-ibre de 
Bruxelles and Durham (later in October 1975 a group from Warsa\V' University 
joined the collaboration). The work presented in this thesis is bas8d 
only on Birmingham and Durham data from metal framed target. 
2.4 The Beam 
The K 19 beam was produced by interaction of the extracted p:x:oton 
beam from Nif.iROD with a copper target. 'I'he beam was a two stage electrc-
statically separated beam, a diagram of which is shown in Figure 2.6. 
Optically the beam could be divided into three independent stages by the 
locations of the two sets of intermediate collimators. Stage one pro-
vided both a well-defined momentum in the horizontal plane and an 
achromatic image of the target at the yertical plane. Particles produced 
in the target were focussed into horizontal collimator CH2 which had a 
fixed aperture by quadrupoles Q208 and Q216. 'l'he bending magnet l'il 19 
dispersed different momentum components of the particles at CH:l so that 
this collimator could select the desired momentum bite. 'I'he vertical 
collimator CV2 with a variable aperture at which an image of the ta:r·~et 
was produced served also as the first mass slit in the line. 'I'he second 
. 
('4 
-
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stage which in fact began in the horizontal plane before the first. stage 
had ended in the vertical plane contained the two electrosta~ic separC~.tors 
5108 and 5101. by which unwanted particles were removed. Quadrupoles 
Q224 and Q2 19 refocussed the beam at CV3 and the bending magnet HllO 
gave a better momentum definition at CH3. Thus at the end of ·chis s·tage 
"'n achromatic im.:>.ge of tile:: L.,uy;:t was provl.ded in both planes. In the 
third stage of the beam line, the particles from CH3 and CV3 were trans-· 
ferred to the T.S.T. bubble chamber. 
In order to enter the chamber volume horizontally, the beam had 
to be transported in the region of the bubble chamber magnet •.-1i th 
relatively high momentum to avoid excessive curvature in the magnet-,j_r 
field. It was therefore reduced from the transport momentum (ru 700 MeV/(') 
at the time of entering the hydrogen chamber by various ·thicknesses of 
an aluminium degrader to momentum in the region 0-600 t-leV I c · ·rhe thickness 
of the degrader was chosen so that the energy of the beam particles were 
lowered to that desired in the experiment. In Table 2.1, the data taken 
in K19 beam are summarised. 
There are disadvantages associated with the degrader which can 
be described as follows:-
(a) The beam contamination was increased from 5% before entering the 
degrader to about 25% at the ent.rance of fiducial volume. 
(b) The beam particles were dispersed by the degrader and since t~e 
target was rather narrow, many of these beam particles left the T.S.T. 
into neon-hydrogen mixture with quite short track lengths. 
2.5 Contamination of the Beam 
The beam contamination before the degrader was mainly dde to 
nuons coming from decays in flight in the last separation stage. More· 
over, the beam particles passing CV3 which acted as the second mass slit 
Table 2.1: K19 DATA TAKING SUMf-IARY 
This experiment was divided into Blocks of film 
with differing external beam momentum, degrader 
thickness and target type. 
BlockJ· Roll 
No. Nos. 
Thousands 
of frames 
Approx. 
K- per 
frame 
Degrader 
thickness 
ems. AL 
Target 
frame 
A;prox.l Approx. 
entry exit 
momen. 1momen. MeV/c MeV/c ~----r-------r---------+-------~~~~-.~~~~----------~----
1 
1 1-105 229 5 260 0 30 metal 
2 106-126 54 8.4 315 235 30 II 
~----r-------r---------+-------r-----~r-----~~--·------r--------
3 127-147 45 10. 1 370 320 30 " 
~----r-------r---------+--------r------~r-----~r-----··--~-------4 
4 148--168 54 12.3 405 370 30 II 
~----r-------r---------+-------r-----~t----·--·--r---------iL-------
5 169-188 51 8.8 445 410 30 1 ' 
,; ~ 
211-220 300 
6 190-210 52 
26 
8.7 
7.9 
320 240 
190 
')""! 
... ' 
27 
perspexj 
II I 7 
~·---:~-:-:-:-~-:-:-:~---:-:~~~:-:-~-:--~:-:-:--~-:-:-:--~1~-:-:~~~-·-~_j 
~-l_o~~2_5_1_-_2_6_o~----25----~~--l_o_._o __ ~-t-t2_o __ ~ __ 3_ao ____ r-__ 1_a __ --+-----~--~ 
11 261-277 44 13.4 450 410 18 " 1 ~--+------~----+------~---~----~------~-----~ 
~-1-2~_2_7_a_-_2_a6-+~--2-2--~~1_4_-_2~~4-7_5 __ ~_4_3 __ 5~~~-1-8 ____ ~---~~ __ j 
13 287-292 16 17-3 495 455 18 II I 
~---~------+---------~-------r-------r-----~r---------r----------
14 293-304 28 12.6 505 465 9 II 
~----r-------r---------+-------i------~r-----~----------~--------
15 305-314 25 16.6 530 490 9 II 
16 315-335 49 20.0 550 
17 336-355 49 12.6 560 
" 
18 356-365 25 25.7 500 
510 9 
------t---------+----1 
::: : :~ 
19 366-379 35 15.2 510 475 18 
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could decay and therefore contributed to the beam contamination at 
the chamber. 
Because of the low momenta involved in the experiment, the con-
tamination from negative pions, muons and electrons can be clearly recog-
nized from kaons by eye because of the large difference between their 
ionisation ana that of the kaons. In an experimental survey of the film, 
the contamination was measured and was found on average to be about 25% 
of the beam particles. 
2.6 Limitation of the T.S.T. Chamber 
As indicated in 2. 4, the shallow depth of the T. S. T. ( ~., 8 em) 
combined with the diffusion of the beam particles by the degrader, leads 
to rather short potential path lengths of both primary and secondary 
particles. For example in the present experiment the ta~-meson decays 
in the T.S.T. had an avera.9e potential path length of about 50 em for 
the primaries and about 14 em for the secondaries. Because of these shorL 
lengths, it is necessary to examine what limitations these impose on the 
general measuring precision of the experiment and this is considered in 
the next section. Other limitations of the T.S.T. chamber are as follows: 
(1) The T.S.T. is bounded by ~ 1 em thick perspex windows which 
separates the hydrogen liquid from the neon-hydrogen mixture. A comparison 
of_ their approximate stopping powers and mean free paths for strong inter-
action are shown in Table 2.2. It is clear that the perspex windows 
present a considerable stopping power to the charged particles and con-
siderable cross-section for nuclear interaction. This is importan·t from 
two points of view. Fistly there will be one class of interaction which 
is ambiguous at the scanning stage. This class will look like zero pron~ 
0 
absorption of the primary kaons with associated V and, perhaps,. gamma 
rays. It is expected from the figuresin Table 2.2 that approximately 
one half of the zero prong interactions with V0 will have occurred in 
the perspex walls. Secondly if neon diffuses through the seal into the 
T.S.T., it will be apparent by a chw>ge in stopping power and by strong 
interaction in the neon. The former may be detected, for example, by 
the variation of range of ~-mesons from n~e decay. The latter will 
be manifest by interactions characterized by short black tracks. 
(2) The shallow depth of T.S.T. will introduce geometric problems 
a:s:suc;;Lctteri wit:h probaJn.Lities of detection. At the momenta of this 
0 
experiment the decay length of the A \~Till be "' 3 em. In a conven·tional 
bubble chamber the detection of these would only be limited by visibilit}' 
considerations (e.g. there is less chance of detecting a steeply dipping 
A0 ). h 2 3 T e thickness of the T.S.T. chamber is about - decay lengths 
and with the widely dispersed primary beam this means that man~· A0 s will 
escape from the hydrogen of the T.S.'l'. where there is precision of measure·· 
ment, into the neon. This and similar effects will have to be handled 
by weighting factors. 
Table 2.2 
z Material Density Stopping Mean free path Thickness 3 power in for gm/cm em Equi. cmof H2 Strong int. em 
1 H2 .063 1 '\, 450 '\, 8 
-
3.6 plexiglas 1.2 "'9 
"' 
50 
"' 
2 
"-8 Ne/H2 .635 4.5 "' 11 0 "' 37 
Comparison of stopping powers and mean free path for strong 
interaction for different regions in T.S.T. Chamber. 
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2.7 Precision of the T.S.T. Chamber 
The T.s.T. chamber in thi1~ present experiment has been used to 
examine the interactions of relatively low momentum particles. So 
apart from the limitation that is imposed in measuring accuracy from 
the reduced track length (because of the shallow depth of the T.S.T.), 
there is also limitation imposed by Coulomb scattering. In this section 
the relative importance of these limitations is considered, together with 
a consideration of the usefulness of mAk~_n'J' mea!!ur~.mf!nt.~ in the neon 
hydrogen parts of the chamber (which almost certainly is Coulomb dominated). 
In the following discussion the units will be: 
{1) Length in em 
(2) Momentum in MeV/c 
(3) Magnetic field in K gauss 
(4) Angles in radians 
The measuring inaccuracy of momentum P on a track of length L 
is 
(6:) ~ 
me as 
7.8 f p 
0 (2. 1) 
where f is the accuracy of the measuring system transformed to chamber 
0 
space, and H is the magnetic field. The factor 7.8 results from com-
bining three measured views for the 3-dimensional reconstruction of the 
event. 
Regarding Coulomb scattering as a 11noise 11 , then the limitation 
imposed by this is: 
( 6:) ~ 
Coul. 
45 ( 2. 2) 
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where B is the velocity of the particle and the multiple Coulomb scat-
tering constant for hydrogen is 45. This expression does not imply that 
Coulomb scattering itself decreases as 1 
IL 
In fact the sagitta due 
3J.. 
to Coulomb scattering increases as L 2 but the sagitta due to the magnetic 
field increases as L 2 and so relative to magnetic deflection the Coulomb 
1 
scattering falls as -- Really the Coulomb scattering should be com-
/L 
pared with f , the measuring precision. Below a critical length, f is 
0 0 
larger than the Coulomb sagitta (which is equivalent to r~ f \ ;:~nr'l s0 a· ... 
measuring error dominates. Above this length Coulomb error doml.nates. 
The track length where the measuring inaccuracy is just equal to the 
Coulomb inaccuracy is given by : 
( liP\ 
-p) 
meas. 
L '\. 
7. 8 f p 
0 45 
,--
BH v X L 
0 
0.6937 (P B f .fX )2/ 3 
0 0 
~· ( ll:) 
Caul. 
In the present experiment f 'V 0.01 em, the radiation length for 
0 
hydrogen x '\. 990 em and so: 
0 
L '\. (2. 3) 
This critical length above which Coulomb error determines the accuracy 
is shown in Table 2.3 for primary kaons in the momentum range of this 
experiment. 
Table 2.3 
Pk(M~V) Bk L in H2 (em) 
·-
200 I 0.375 5.60 
I 400 0.629 12.55 600 0. 772 18.86 I 
The critical length for different momenta at which Coulomb 
and measuring errors are just identical. 
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For the secondary particles of the kaon interactions, the momenta are 
in a similar range and although the 8 values will be different the L 
values will be typified by those in Table 2.3. Consequently in the 
lower momentum range of the experiment errors are expected to be domin-
ated by Coulomb scattering whereas in the upper momentum range they will 
be dom:ln.rt.ted by measuring accur;AC"J. 
The above cor..siderations are true for hydrogen, however in the 
neon-hydrogen part of the chamber, where the radiation length is reduced 
from "' 990 em for hydrogen to about 40 em for the mixture, then the 
critical lengths in Table 2.3 should all be reduced by a factor of 
( 990~/3 . "40 J whi<:h is "' 2. 9. Consequently even with the longer potential 
path lengths in the deeper neon-hydrogen chamber the measurements will 
be limited by Coulomb scattering. It is of interest to decide whether 
measurements of momentum are worthwhile in the neon. For example if a 
track crossing from the T.S.T •. to the neon is measured in both par1:s and 
if the measurement is limited by Coulomb scattering, then the ratio of 
the inaccuracies will be 
R 
where 
-1 
em 
For hydrogen NH = 3.4 x 1022 atomslcc and for the mixture (Z"' 8) 
2 22 NN I "'2.9 x 10 atoms/cc·· Therefore the ratio R is, 
e H2 
R "' (2. 4) 
(For detail see references 2.4 and 2.5). To improve the accuracy of 
the neon measurement to that of the hydrogen, the track length measured 
in neon would need to be "'(7.4) 2 times longer than that in hydrogen, 
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i.e. 'v 55 times longer. This number should be compared to the ratio 
of potential path lengths in the T.S.T. and in the neon-hydrogen mixture. 
A typical value of this •:an be obtained from the ratio of the thickness 
of the neon mixture to that of the T.S.T. This is about "'5 and so even 
if the full available lengths are measured the inaccuracy of the neon 
measurement ~·1ill be o:;:; av·er-ag:c: u,L.t:!ld Lillie::; worse than i.n hydrogen. 
Obviously for a track which is short in hydrogen but considerably long 
in neon, then there is every advantage to be gained by measuring in 
neon. Moreover from the table where the stopping powers are displayed, 
then every baryon that is produced in kaon interactions in this experiment 
that penetrates to the neon, will be stopped in the neon. The accurate 
range measurement will lead to an accurate momentum determination. 
The Coulomb scattering as well as measuring inaccuracy c.lso 
contribute to the estimate of the errors on the azimuthal angle, ~, and 
dip angle, A, defined as the angle of the track with respect to the 
plane normal to the direction of the magnetic field. In a similar way 
to that above, one can find a critical length in hydrogen for the incident 
track at which the contributions arising from both Coulomb scattering and 
measuring error are identical. These critical lengths are as follows: 
2 
L4> "' 0.467 (PS) 
3 em 
and 2 
LA "' 0.584 (PS) 
3 (2. 5) em 
Comparing the values obtained from the above equations with those quoted 
in Table 2.3 shows that as far as the angles are concerned the measuring 
error usually dominates. For example, at 400 MeV/c, L~"' 18.61 em and 
LA "'23.27 em. 
For the neon-hydrogen mixture where the critical lengths are 
reduced by a factor of 'V3, the angle errors will be dominated by Coulomb 
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scattering and since the error due to Coulomb is directly proportional 
to the length of the track measured, it is always worthwhile to measure 
tracks in the neon-hydrogen mixture. 
For strong interactions, the number of continuations into neon-
hydrogen mixture, experimentally, is ~25%. Since this is relatively 
small, Lh~Le is littLe Loss of measuring time in measuring in the neon-
hydrogen mixture. Then the general conclusion is that the continuation 
of tracks into the neon should be measured. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS (II) 
Before the data analysis of a bubble chamber experiment is reached, 
the experiment must pass through a chain of processes. These begin with 
<..in::! t::!Xpul:iure, which has already been described in Chapter 1 , and continue 
with the scanning, measuring, reconstruction and kinematic analysis of 
events and lead finally to the production of a data summary tapeCDSTl. A 
schematic diagram of the data flow is shown in Fig. 3.1 and the essential 
features of the chain of processes are described below. 
3.1 Scanning of events 
Events were scanned in a fiducial volume defined by an area of grid 
squares in view 2. This consisted of 6 columns and 13 rows as shown in 
Fig. 3.2 and it was chosen so that events within that volume could be 
seen clearly. An event was accepted if it was in the fiducial volume, 
provided that the beam track had entered the chamber through the whole 
length of the degx·ader. 0 However, gamma conversions and V -decays were not 
restricted to this fiducial volume and were sought everywhere on the frame 
in all views. 0 The V -decays were recorded only if they had decayed in the 
hydrogen of the chamber whereas all gamma conversions were recorded. Events 
were scanned for in the following topologies: 
(a) Zero prong events with a neutral V0 These events include physical 
channels such as 
KP 
SCAN 1 SCAN 2 
w 
a::: 
::> 
en 
<( 
w 
~ 
w 
Q: 
FIG. 3·1· SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM FOR EVENTS 
-N 
. 
('I) 
-c) 
lL 
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and appear on the frame as a terminating be~1 track with no charged 
secondaries other than those in the associated v0 • The V0 -particle, 
o -o 
which was the decay of u. A or K into two charged particles, was re-
quired to be within two gridwidths ( -v 2.0 em) from the primary vertex. 
0 This limit was introduced to restrict the area for V scanning to make 
it more accurate. It iR jnsti:fied since, for the diluted lifetimes of 
these particles, two gridwidths would correspond to the order of 10 life-
times. When an event was found, the frame was searched for associated 
gamma rays in all vie1.o1s in both the hydrogen and neon-hydrogen -mixtu:r:·e· .• 
(b) Two-prong events with a neutral v0 These events were treated in 
exactly the sa.11e way as clas:.:; (a) events. '!'hey consist of two main groups: 
K p 
0 
where the V is produced at the primary vertex and 
-K p 
followed by 
0 
where A is associated with the secondary vertex. 
(c) ~~c-prong events The following classes of events were scanned 
for and recorded: 
-( i) Elastic Scattering K P - K P These were identified 
with the positive track going forward from the production vertex and where 
both secondaries have ionizations almost as heavy as the incident beam 
track. These events were unambiguously recognized when the scatter K 
had produced a secondary interaction. All events preceded by elastic 
scatterings were also recorded. 
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(ii) ~igma Production 'rhese were events with an obvious decay 
in either of the positive or negative secondaries. When an event was 
recognized as the production and decay of a positive sigma to proton, 
the frame was then searched for gamma rays from the associated 0 n decay. 
(iii) Negative Sigma Interaction These were events in which the 
produced negative sigma either interacted in hydrogen and the A0 pro-
duced was not seen or stopped in perspex. 
~ve:nt.::. wl!.i.~i• ~uu.iu not be classJ.tied in 
one of the above groups were placed into this category. Topologies found 
in this group included n+n- events which are due to sigma production in 
which the sigma had decayed verY. close to the primary vertex and n P 
events which are due both to A0 production with J\ 0 decaying very close to 
the primary vertex and to the production and close decay by the proton 
mode of the positive sigma. 
(d) Three-prong Events All three-prong events were scanned for and 
recorded under the following event types: 
(i) ta~-decays There is a small contamination in this group 
-from K -decay to pion accompanied by a Dalitz pair. They were readily 
identified and excluded by measurement. 
(ii) Neon events These were events in which the length of the 
positive track was less than 1 em and the track was heavily ionising, 
that is it could be a proton. These events were produced from the col-
lision of a b~am particle on an isolated neon atom in the hydrogen 
chamber. 
(e) Pi-mu-electron decays The film was scanned for any positive pion 
track decaying into muon followed by an electron so that the muon range 
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could be used later to monitor the densities of hydrogen and neon-
hydrogen mixtures and also to monitor the range-ene~gy relationship at 
low energy. 
In order to evaluate the scanning efficiency~ all film used in 
this work was double-scanned except two-prong events for which double-
"lCanning ~·:aG c.::trried out on a subs~t.. uf filru only. About 1U% ot the film 
was scanned for a third time to check the scanning efficiencies evaluated 
on the basis of the double-scan. The scan information was punched into 
computer cards and stored on a magnetic tape(scan tape) to be used later 
for the following purposes: 
1. Production of a measuring list 
2. Evaluation of scanning efficiencies 
3. Producing information for the various event categories. 
3.2 Measuring of Events 
All events were measured using six conventional measuring machines 
digitized with Moire fringe systems, on-line to an IBM 1130 computer. 
Any point could be measured on these machines to an accuracy of 1 fringe 
( "'25 J..i.m) in the image plane.. Unless the event was only seen in two 
views, all events were measured on three views (an event could be recon-
structed in three dimensional chamber space if it had been measured on 
any of two views, but measuring three views guaranteed at least two good 
vj.ews1... For every event the production vertex, four fiducial crosses 
I 
1 (one on the light-side TST window, one on the chamber's back window and 
.... 
two crosses on the inner surface of the camera-side main window. See 
Figure 3.2), and the beam track were measured. This was followed, 
depending on the event topology, by measuring decay vertex, tracks 
associated with decay vertex, tracks associated with production vertex, 
. , 
"'~ 
vees and gamma conversions respectively in each view. If an event was 
preceded by an elastic scatter, the scatter vertex, incoming beam and 
proton track associated with the scatter vertex were measured before 
measuring the secondary vertex. For each track usually nine points were 
measured in each view if it was produced only in hydrogen and up to 
twenty point!': i f t.hP t-.r?..r.k haC! pe:lssed from hyC.rogcr. through the ps:rspeh 
wall into neon-hydrogen mixtures (split tracks). Short tracks could be 
accepted with at least five points. Split tracks were measured over 
their entire length, wherever possible, including the last point in hydro-
gen as well as the first point in neon-hydrogen mixtures. The last point 
inside hydrogen was doubled by the on-line programme so that the recon-
struction programme could recognise the end of the track in hydrogen and 
its beginning in neon-hydrogen. 
For neutral as well as very short tracks only two points were 
measured in each view. If a track was recognized as a stopping proton 
it was measured to its full length including its end point and for short 
stopping tracks only the end point was sufficient to be measured. Vees 
and gruruna conversions were measured in the same way as were tracks 
associated with the production vertex. Window gamma conversions in which 
the vertex had disappeared into perspex walls were also measured. 
3.2.1 Accuracy of the Measuring System 
Prior to this experiment the measuring system had been used largely 
for rough digitization of films which were subsequently accurately measured 
on the H.P.D. (Hough-Powell Device) of the Rutherford Laboratory. To 
handle the T.S.T. by manual measurements only, the accuracy of measure-
ment had to be made high. To this end a series of checks were devised 
and used continually through the experiment. 
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(a) Check on Fiducial Measurements The on-line program was instructed 
the. 
to perform a test on four measured fiducial crosses for following purposes: 
(i) to identify and position the view correctly 
(ii) to check for stretching of the film 
(iii) to bring to no·tice any disturbance in the projection system. 
In this test, the real distance between any two of the fiducials were 
calculated and compared with the corresponding expected distances for the 
view concerned. If the difference between the two corresponding values was 
in excess of "'. 5 mm (maximum acceptable tolerance) the tP.st. fni 1 Pn .::J"!'Ir'l 
measurements were repeated after removing the cause of failure. In practice 
no stretching of the film was detected. 
(b) Acceptable Tolerance on Track Measurements A two dimensional 
circle fit to the points measured along each track including the vertex 
was attempted. The fit was considered to be sufficiently good if the 
standard deviation did not exceed the maximum permitted tolerance given by 
TOL = (3.1) 
where c1 and c2 were set to 4 fringes and 2 x 10-
2 (fringes)- 1 respectively 
-2 for tracks in hydrogen and 4 and 4 x 10 for neon tracks (tracks in neon-
hydrogen mixtures), Land D (in fringes) are the measured length and 
diameter of the fitted circle respectively. Here c1 is the expected error 
from the measuring system and c2 derives from Coulomb scatter inc;· so that 
.. 
the effective tolerance is increased at low momentum (see Appendix A). 
The on-line system also rejected tracks which had turned through an 
;·,ngle greater than 180°. In this case a track was remeasured over a shorter 
lengt.h until it was accepted. 
(c) Ootical Calibration Although the random errors can be kept small 
by the fiducial and track checks described above, systematic errors from 
-J ... -
distortions in the projection system remain. These distortions are 
measured by detailed calibration of the image plane of each of the three 
views. 
To calibrate an image-plane digitizer (measuring table),that is 
to remove distortions due to projection system, fiducial crosses which had 
known position!'; nn thP f:Um-plane ~·lere measured. Th:: kno~m anC:. mea.s·ul·.a,J 
positions are related by polynomials of the form: 
x• = "'· + 1-)y 
2 2 
_,_ F.... . ... ~=~ r 2 ,...... .. .. ~-~· ... T _3 .... ..... 
2 2 2 2 ~ 3 Y' a a'+b'x+c'y+D'x +E'y +F'x y+G'y x+H'xy+I'x""'+J'y 
where (x' ,y') is the known position and (x,y) is the measured position of 
a cross and where a,a' etc. are coefficients to be determined. 
By measuring 20 fiducial crosses on each view (Fig. 3.3), the co-
efficients in the polynominals \·Jere determined using a least square fitting 
regression programme. After fitting, substitution of the coefficients and 
measured positions yield X' ,Y' to within "'5 j..lm from the known positions 
in the film. Coefficients obtained from regression were then used to trans-
form all measured film points into corresponding points on the ideal film 
plane. 
In order to get an estimate of the size of optical distortion, the 
measured coordinates of some fiducials were compared with their known 
positions on the film. It was found that measured positions were"' 1.7 mm 
different from their known positions for the fiducials located in the 
extreme ends of the chamber and "' • 4 mm for those close to the optic axes. 
(d) Monitoring As a check on the quality of calibration, the dif-
fer~nce b~tween the measured and expected distances for any two of the 
four fiducial crosses measured in each view could be monitored. This 
difference is expected to peak around zero (Fig. 3.4a), if not (Fig. 3.4b) 
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that particular view or views were recalibrated. 
A further check introduced into the system was to project a view 
number, fixed in the film plane on to the image plane. Any mechanical 
movement of the projectors could be imntediately recognized and corrected. 
By use of these checks, tolerances and monitoring the precision of the 
system ~·1a~ J~cpt at .::. high levE:l. Tht:: ht:dix fit errors on vertices and 
fiducial crosses was typically 8 ~ (Fig. 3.5a) and on tracks about 
10 ~~ (Fig. 3.5b). Prior to the introduction of these checks, these were 
typically about 30 ~ on tracks. This good precision led to a pass rate 
in Geometry (see Section 3.5) of about 85%. 
3.3 Processing of Events 
A series of computer programmes have been developed to process the 
measured events. A brief description follows. 
3.3.1 REAP 
The raw data coming from all the measuring tables are stored on a 
disk of an 1130 IBM computer. The dis.k is subsequently read via another 
IBM 1130 into the IBM 360/195 at the Rutherford Laboratory. The measure-
ments are translated from the 1130 coding stored on 195 disk in a standard 
form by programme Reap. 
3.3.2 TRANS 
The measurement of an event must be presented to the recc.nstruction 
programme in a standard format. For this purpose, the programme Trans was 
used to translate the output from Reap to an input for the geometry 
programme. In this transformation of the measured co-ordinates to the 
ideal film plane, labelling window gammas to be identified by the recon-
struction programme, determining the sense of curvature of the tracks and 
adding a vertex at the end of possible stopping tracks were done. It is 
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in this process of translation that the corrections are made for the 
distortions of the projection systems of the measuring machines. 
3.3.3 Geometrical Reconstruction 
The Rutherford Laboratory geometry programme, HGEOM, was used to 
reconstruct tracks in the 3-dimensional space of the chamber and to assign 
the gccr.:ctrj e:.:rors to t.h~::iu. Tlit! p.togramme was orig~nally written for 
processing events produced in a conventional bubble chamber (ref. 3.1) 
and was later modified by Dr. J.G.V. Guy at the Rutherford Laboratory to 
reconstruct tracks in the TST chamber and named BAGEOM. The modifications 
made in HGEOM consisted of those which are normal in heavy liquid bubble 
chambers and are specifically made to deal with electrons and gamma rays 
and those which allow for the track sensitive target. A brief description 
of the latter is given below. 
In constructing 'lertices, BAGEOM first transforms all the measured 
points on the film to rays in the chamber liquid assuming tha·t the chamber 
is filled with just one liquid. It then corrects the rays for the extra 
media traversed and the vertices are then reconstructed as corresponding 
points. During geometrical reconstruction of tracks, BAGEOM checks to 
see if any track has crossed the TST wall. If so, the track is divided in 
two parts at the double point which has already been included in the ray 
co-ordinates for the track (see Section 3.2). It divides the track up by 
creating a new track with co-ordinates from the second segment of the 
original track. At this stage a vertex is also generated at the end of 
the first part of the track. A mass dependent helix fit is then made to 
each segment of the track in hydrogen or neon-hydrogen using the appro-
priate constants for that medium (the two sections of a track must be 
reconstructed separately because firstly the errors are different on the 
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two sections of the track and secondly a track could have been scattered 
in the perspex wall, through a fairly large angle without being seen). 
From the parameters of the fitted helix, the momentum variables of the 
track with their correlated errors are calculated. These variables are 
q,, the azimuthal angle, tan ). , where ). is the dip angle and lfp where p 
ic the mome:nt~'ll of Lht: Li.a~.,;k. awl aLt! all calculated at. tt1e centre oi: the 
track. Each split track has now two reconstructed segments with their 
own variables. BAGEOM then creates a new track out of these two parts 
with a set of mass dependent helices which are constrained by minimum x2 , 
to be the best fits to the mass dependent helices from the hydrogen and 
neon-hydrogen mixture. By swimming the variables at the centre of track 
in neon-hydrogen mixture to the centre of track in hydrogen a weighted 
average of the hydrogen and neon track variables can be made at the centre 
of track in hydrogen. 
Tracks are checked by BAGEOM to see if they stop in the perspex 
walls of the T.S.T. If so, the momentum is obtained for the track assuming 
it has stopped at either side of the perspex and the momentum is then 
computed as the mean between these momenta. Subsequently this was found 
to create problems particularly with the proton of A0 -decay and this 
feature of BAGEOM was removed. 
In reconstructing electron tracks, the energy loss due to 
Bremsstrahlung is taken into account using the formulae from the section 
on the Behr-Mittner method described in ref.3.1. BAGEOM then fits dif-
ferent helices with different energy loss per unit length to electron 
tracks and selects the best fit to make up the gamma rays. The momentum 
of gamma rays is taken from the sum of the electron momenta and the angles 
are taken from the production and conversion vertices. In the case of 
window gammas, BAGEOM tries to find a point where the electrons would 
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meet and takes that point as the gamma vertex. The information from 
geometrical reconstruction was output to be used in the next stage of the 
data processing. 
3.3.4 Kinematic fitting 
'l.'ne reconstructed events were passed to the RL Kinematical fitting 
progranune KINEMATICS (ref. 3. 2) which tested each event against various hypo-
theses of particular mass assignments given for that event. Each hyPo-
thesis was specified by the scan topology of the event, masses for each 
track and a fit sequence which determined how the kinetmatical fitting 
should be carried out. A list of hypotheses attempted for each topology 
is given in Table 3. 1. The final fit for an event should have satisfied 
the following 4-constraint equations describing the conservation of energy 
and momentum: 
~p 
X 
= 
~ P = I: P, cos A • sin !j> ~ y ~ ~ ... 
l:P 
z 
I:E 
I: P, sin A. P sin A 
~ ~ 
P cos A coscp 0 
P cos A sincj> 0 
= 0 
0 
where P, A, cp and mare the momentum, dip angle, azimuthal angle and 
mass of the beam particle and Pi, A • , ~. and m. are the same variable for 
~ ~ ~ 
outgoing tracks. f•l is the mass of the target (proton). 
During the kinematical fitting foz· V0 productions, KINEl~TICS first 
0 fitted the decay products to a V , constraining it to the production vertex 
(3-constraint fit). In case of gamma rays, only reconstructed gamma rays 
were passed to KINE~ATICS and not the electrons. 
Table 3.1: KINETMATIC FITS ATTE.to".PTED IN KINEMATICS 
L-- Reaction Fits Attempted No. of Constraint* 
0-prong + VEE 4 c 
4 c 
0-prong + VEE + 1 y K··p -+ AOrr 0 5 c 
-+ I; OnO 5 c 
-
a-prong + VEE + 2 Y's K p -+ AD1fO 8 c 
-+ reno 6 c 
I a-prong + VEE + 3 Y' s K p -+ I: OnO 9 c 
- -2-prong K p -+ K p 4 c 
..;. 'IT+1T- 1 c 
-+ n-p 1 c 
r I I 2-prong +VEE KP -+ Aon+n- 7 c 
- r-n+ 2-prong + Kink K p -+ 4 c 
-+ I: +n- 4 c 
2-prong + Kink + 1 y K p -+ I: +n- 5 c 
-
-+ r+n-2-prong + Kink + 2 y's K p B c 
3-prong - 1T+1T-1T- 4 c_j K "')-
* No. of constraints ~ 4 constraints for each vertex + 
No. of measured parameters - no. of parameters for all 
particles 0f the event. 
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Since the geometry information for the tracks passed to KINEMATICS 
were all in hydrogen, the programme did not need to be modified for the 
T.S.T. events, but it had to be modified to handle "at rest" events. This 
was done at Durham (ref. 3. 3) by incree.sing the tolerance allowed for the 
constraint imbalance from 0.25 x 10-6 to 2.0 x 10-6 and also bY modifying 
the swimming routine so that when the prodnct.inn VP:r:-tex momentum i!:: lc!::::; 
than 50 MeV/c, the normally returned vertex slope was multiplied by the 
[ 
'IT p 1 -~ 
function 1 + cot(2 x .osU where P is in GeV/c. This function has 
- , • .&t::: 'v 
a value of unity at ~0 C and zero at P = 0 and consequently in low 
momentum fitting the end point momentum is progressively decoupled from 
the centre of track value. 
3.3.5 Judge 
It has been found experimentally that the nunmer of bubble n pro-
duced per unit length of a track (Ionisation density) is related to the 
velocity 8 of the particle concerned by 
n = 
or, replacing a by P/£ where p and £ are momentum and total energy of the 
particle respectively, we have 
n n 
0 
(1 + 
2 
!!!._) 
2 p 
( 3. 2) 
This shows that as the momentum of the particle becomes larger the ionisa-
tion density varies down to the minimum values n or n/n (relative bubble 
0 0 
density) approaches unity. This variation is shown in Fig. 3.6 for pions, 
kaons and protons. 
Experimentally, it is possible to distinguish relative bubble den-
sities in excess of 1.4 q, eye from the minimum of 1. In other words, 
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from Fig. 3.6, pions, kaons and protons can be distinguished from each 
other by eye at low momentum. 
By making use of this advantage, we could resolve, in most of the 
cases, ambiguities between fitted hypotheses by judging the ionisation 
of tracks by eye. For example, A0 /K0 ambiguity was resolved by examining 
the po£itivc track. 0 of the V c..r.J thE: bc:Uilt= fux E+ which could decay e~ther 
+ + - + to proton or n • However, when n from K0 or E decay were heavily dipped 
and it did not stop in the hydrogen chamber, it was possible for it to be 
mistaken for proton. E decay could be ambiguous with K decay. This 
ambiguity was also resolved by examining the positive track which is 
heavily ionising (proton) for K scattering followed by decay and which is 
lightly ionising for E- production and decay. This requirement made it 
possible to distinguish r. production from elastic scattering. Three-
prong events could be ambiguous between ta.u decays and one-prong events 
plus Dali tz pair. All ambiguous thrE!e-prong events were selected as tau 
decays unless the spiral appearance of an electron or positron was shown 
by one of the prongs. However, if no final decision could be made on an 
event, the event passed to D.S.T. (see Section 3.8) a.s ambiguous, together 
with events which had passed all tests. 
At the same time that judging was carried out, the following checks 
and decisions were also made: 
(i) events which failed in the geometrical reconstruction were checked 
to see if they were measureable. 
(ii) A0 and E+ (decaying to proton) events were scanned again for 
associated gamma rays. 
(iii) events which were declared by measurers to be not measureable at 
measuring time and those which .,,ere delared to be spurious events were 
checked to make sure that the decisions made by measurers were correct. 
(ivl the physical classification of the event was made by the judging 
physicist. 
In practice two Judge passes were made, one after each of the 
first and second measurements of events. It should be emphasised that 
the film has:-
(a) been scanned twice, 
(b) been measured three times, 
t~\ be·2n jt:.d;;J·-~ ' ' ·.·-: ._·w~ J..\.,;C • 
In all three steps the film has been scrutinized for associated g~nma 
rays. Although it is difficult to estimate a scanning efficiency, this 
emphasis on y-detection will have lead to a high rate of detection. 
3.3.6 Data Summary Tape (D.S.T.) 
Those events which had fitted one or more physical channels were 
written on a data summary tape to be analyzed later in terms of physics. 
The D.S.T. contained, for each event, information such as x, y, z co-
ordinates for all vortices, fitted and unfitted momenta, angles and the 
length for each track. 
3.3.7 Masterlist 
In order to control the processing chain, a system called Masterlist 
was employed. s Each event found in scanning is given a record on a Mater-
list file. The record consists of 20 parts giving scan information, a 
status word which indicates the stage of processing to which the event has 
reached and the fitted hypotheses. All statistics given in the next 
chapter were obtained from Masterlist. 
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CHAPTER 4 
BASIC EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
In this chapter some preliminary results extracted from Durham data 
will be described. 
4.1 Scanning 
A total of 41 half-rolls of film were scanned and rescanned, the 
result of whic:h are shown in table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Durhn~ Scanning data 
r Class of Events No. (Scan % I Corrected Scanned Eff.) No. of events 
I 0 Prong + VEE 7571 93.7 8080 
I 2 Prongs 4172 - -
2 Prongs + VEE 601 89.2 673 
Sigma (-) 4013 95.8. 4188 
Sigma (+) 4799 96.2 4988 
3 Prongs 3602 98.1 3671 
Pi-mu-e 841 - -
I 
I TOTAL 25599 - -
4.1.1 Scanning Efficiencies 
In order to evaluate scanning efficiencies, all film used in this 
experiment was double scanned except two prong events for which double 
scanning was carried out on a subset of film only. About 10% of film was 
scanned for a third time to check the scanning efficiencies evaluated on 
the basis of double scan (ref. 4.1). The overall scanning efficiency can 
be found as follows: 
In 2 independent scans a particular event can be seen on the first 
scan only (missed on second scan), on the second scan only (missed on 
first scan) or on both scans. Defining the following quantities: 
N. number of events seen on first scan only 
1 
N2 = number of events seen on second scan only 
N12 number of cv~nt::::: G:::!Crl on both ::;cu.ns 
NT ::: actual number of events on the film 
El single scan efficiency (first scan) 
E2 single scan efficiency (second scan) 
then the following expressions can be written: 
and = ( 4. 1) 
The probability of seeing an event on both scans is e 1 • e 2 and therefore , 
(4. 2) 
From equations (4.1) and (4.2), the following expressions can be derived , 
N12 N12 
El N2 E2 Nl 
and N 1 • N2 
NT = 
N12 
To determine the overall scanning efficiency from the two scans 
combined (EC), we define q as the probability of seeing an event on neither 
of the two scans which in terms of e 1 and e 2 can be written as , 
q = (4. 3) 
and since = 1 - q, then 
(4.4) 
- .,) -
The scan efficiencies were used to calculate the weighted number of events 
for cross-section determination. 
4.2 Measurement 
In Table 4.2 the number of events measured in each channel as well 
ac the n~::U:cr of irnt1cu5urable even·ts, a:c.: bhuwu. 
Table 4.2: Measurement of Durham events 
I 
!Immeasurable Class of Events No. Measured 
' 
0 Prong + VEE I 7388 183 
2 Prongs 4086 I 86 
2 Prongs + VEE 554 47 
Sigma (-) 3739 i 262 
I Sigma (+) 4469 330 
3 Prongs 3519 83 
Pi-mu-e 841 -
I 
TOT AI~ 24596 I 991 I 
In the stage of JUDGE so_~e 3265 events were eliminated because the 
interaction had occurred inside the perspex walls & ~ 94% of these were 
zero prong events. Also 254 events were identified as being neon events 
(see Section 3.1(d)) and therefore were excluded from the data. The final 
statistics together with the Geometry and Kinematics pass rates are shown 
in Table 4. 3. 
4.3 G~ma Rays Detection Efficiency 
The gamma rays produced in this experiment have originated from the 
Table 4.3: Details of the data available at the present time 
Class of 
Events No. s·: mned No. Measured 
Passed Geom. P.ass Passed Kin. Pass Overall I 
Geometry Rate % Kinematics Rate % Pass Rate % ! 
-
0 Prong + VEE 452 0 4336 4072 93.9 3819 93.8 88.1 
2 Prongs 412 1 4029 1958 98.2 3814 96.3 94.5 
2 Prongs + VEE 57 9 501 451 90.0 377 83.4 75.1 
Sigma (-) 39 7 7 3692 3560 96.4 3197 89.8 86.6 
I 
Sigma (+) 474 8 4409 4221 95.7 3866 91.6 87.6 
3 Prongs 35:~ 8 3269 3212 98.2 3141 97.7 95.9 
Pi-mu-e 8:1 1 841 - - - - -
TOTAL 223.: 4 21077 19474 - 18214 - -
- ',~-'"! 
decay of !: 0 ' s and n°' s. 'rhese gamma rays would convert into electron-
positron pain; or produce Compton electrons in the neon-hydrogen mixture 
in which case they could be detected. A Monte-Carlo analysis using the 
progrru~e, FAKE, revealed that the contribution from Compton scattering 
in this experiment was negligible compared to that of pair productions. 
In orde:r to .;::sti•T•aL~:: U1~:: uumLt:!:r:· u:i: y<umna rays lost in tnis experi-
ment due to the geometry of the chamber, some few thousands of events of 
0 0 the type K- P + I: n were simulated by FAKE and the decay products from 
0 0 0 • ~0 I: ~A y, n ~ yy ana 11 ~ Pn were generated isotropically in the rest 
fra~e of the parent particle (the programme, FAKE, which randomly gen-
erates events in the centre of mass system for two body final states had 
to be modified according to the T.S.T. chamber arrangement. The author 
has been responsible for modifying it in two main respects. Firstly the 
programme has been modified to allow for the new complex geometry of the 
double chamber system. Secondly the programme has been modified to allow 
for the variation with energy of the cross-sections for interaction.. The 
author has also carried out an initial survey of the feasibility of using 
the chawber system to search for the rare AP interaction. The progr&mne 
has also been modified to handle gamma rays conve.i·t;'njthrough pair produc-
tion or through the Compton process.) The result of this simulat;ion showed 
+ -that about 75% of all gamma rays did not convert into e e pairs, i.e. 
the conversion efficiency is about 25%. 
Apart from the geometrical loss, there are also losses due to the 
gamma ray measuring inefficiencies. These losses are caused mainly by: 
(i) low-energy gamma rays, (ii) dipping gamma rays, and (iii) by those 
gamma rays in which one of the electrons has a relatively small share of 
the gamma ray energy. 
When these losses are taken into account the effective gamma ray 
- ~5 -
conversion efficiency tends to drop to "" 15%. This can be compared with 
+ - ~+ 0 0 the value derived from measured r 1r events in which t.. -+ P1r , 1r + yy. 
In these events if the probability of seeing one of the two gamma 
rays is p, then from the binomial expansion, the number of r + associated p 
with one or two gamma rays are 
+ 1 y = 2 p(l - p) N 
( 4. 5) 
+ + . 
where N is the total nwnber of r events. The number of E events w~ t.h p 
one or two gan~as were known (from MASTERLIST) to be 363 and 31 respec-
tively. Hence, solving equations (4.5) leads top= 14.6% in good agree-
ment with the FAKED value. 
4.4 Gamma Conversion Length 
In order to determine the average conversion length for a gamma 
ray in our neon-hydrogen mixture the following method has been used. 
Assuming that the number of gamma rays entering the mixture is N , 
0 
and N(L) of them have survived materialisation after travelling a distance 
L, then from the law for a random process , 
N(L) 
-L/r.c 
N e 
0 
(4.6) 
where LC is the gamma conversion length. Di.f~erentiating this will lead_ 
to 
dN(L)'. 
-LfLc 
e dL 
and therefore the average gamma length is 
L = 
L 
L d N (L) i . d N (L) 
m~n I max (4.7) 
I • 
..... ,~ -
Setting L . to 0 and L to the potential length, PL, for a gamma ray 
m~n max 
defined as the distance from the entrance to the neon-hydrogen chamber to 
the end of the fiducial volume along the gamma ray direction, we have 
L = 
-PL/ 
1 - e Lc 
(4.8) 
-In Fig. 4. 1 L is plotted against PL for different values of LC. 
+ -To evaluate L , for every gamma ray that converted into e ·e pairs 
c 
in the chamber. the potential lenqth and the length of the qamma rav itself 
was computed (the lengths were measured from the entrance to neon-hydrogen 
mixture. This excluded all garr~a rays materialised in hydrogen which 
amounted to about 3% of all gamma rays) . Then all gamma rays '.o!ere grouped 
into gamma rays with potential length of P L, P L + ~L \-I here ~L = 5 em. and 
the average potential length and gamma decay length for each group were cal-
culculated (PL0 , L0 ) . The result of this is shown in Fig. 4.2. The 
value of LC was determined by minimizing the function. 
:l. 
E [cl.0 - L) I 01· ~over all bins 
-
- L 
where L is calculated from equation ( 4. 8) for PL0 and a =iN where N is 
the total number of gamma rays in each bin. 
. + 20 This gave a value of 36 _: 10 em for the conversion lengt:h LC. 
+ 15 From this the associated radiation length should be 28_ 7 em which 
is roughly consistent with the expected value of about 45 ern. 
4.5 Calibration of The Magnetic Field 
The correction factor for the magnetic field was calculated by 
0 
comparing the computed Q-values for V events with their nominal values 
(37.75 MeV for A0 and 218.56 MeV for K0 l. 
A sample of 178 A0 's and a sample of 126 KO's were selected from 
e 
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Figure 4.2: Experimental determination of LC 
the Durham data that satisfied the following criteria: 
(1) The z-coordinates of the primary vertex lay between 19.8 and 26.8 em. 
(2) The error on measuring (1/p) was less than 10%. 
(3) o - -o + -The track length of the decay particles (A ~ n P, K ~ n n ) was 
at least 5 em. in hydrogen. 
If the magnetic field that has been used in KINEMA'l'ICS (H) is related to 
its true value (H ) by the relation H = H (1 + e), then the apparent 
0 0 
and true Q values are related as 
= 
where Q,M 
-
computed Q-value and invariant mass for the decaying 
particle using measured values of P, cfl and ta~:. A. 
Q ,M 
-
The known values 
0 0 
El ,E2 - Computed energy of the decay particles 
m1 ,m2 - Masses of the decay particles . 
In deriving the above equation the following approximations were used: 
where E and P are the true values of energy and momentum. 
0 0 
2 E. Ei - e P. /E. E. 10 ..... 10 10 .... 1 
..... 
,... 
E. E. - p~ /E. E. ]0 e J J ]0 ]0 
o -o The Q-value distributions for A and K are shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 
respectively. The mean and standard error on the mean for Q-values and 
e are as follows: 
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For 11.0 
-Q . 03779 ± .00036 
e .00239 ± .00570 
which led to 
H 1 h 0 .998 ± .006 = = 
H 1 + e 
-o For K -Q .21608 ± . 00139 
e -.00663 ± .00421 
which led to 
h 1.007 ± .004 
and the overall correction factor which must be applied to the magnetic 
field were calculated to be 1.003 ± .003 • This shows that not only 
the magnetic field used in this experiment was accurate enough, but the 
measuring system in Durham was v·~ry satisfactory too. 
4.6 Reconstruction Accuracy in the T.S.T. 
Stretch Distribution of tau-mesons 
The stretch distributions of <j>, tan>. and 1fp for the primary and 
for the pion secondary particles are shown in F'igs. 4.5 to 4.10 respec-
tively where the stretch on a quantity Q is defined as 
s (4.9) 
where the o's are errors and u and f refer to unfitted and fitted 
quantities at the mid-point of a track. The mean values, standard 
deviations and kurtosis of the distributions are given in Table 4.4. 
The expected values for these quantities for gaussian distributions are 
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0, 1 and 3 respectively. It is clear from the table that \oihereas the 
kurtosis and s1:andard deviation of the distributions are consistant with 
standard Gaussian distributions, the mean values, particularly for 
stretches on tan A , are not zero. The rest of this section is an 
investigation into the possible causes of this discrepancy and a con-
Table 4.4 
I ...,..- .. p R I M A R Y s E c 0 N D A R I E S t:li~. 
Mean S.D. Kurtosis l-1ean S.D. Kurtosis 
-.072 ± .019 Q.961 2.924 .011 ± .013 1.096 2.929 
-.153 ± .·023 1.140 2.842 .145 ± .013 1.136 2.809 
.102 ± .021 1.044 2.989 -.020 ± .014 1.153 2.939 
Mean, standard deviation and Kurtosis of stretch 
distributions of tau-mesons. 
4.6.1 Importance, if any, of non-zero stretch 
In Fig. 4.11 the l probability of the tau-mesons fit is shown. 
On the whole this is well behaved apart from a peak at low probabilities. 
This peak in distributions for other physical channels is usually inter-
preted as arising from events being spuriously fitted to the channel, 
e.g. a 4C event being unambiguously fitted as a lC event. It must be 
pointed out that in the present case there is no other physical channel 
which can be spuriously fitted as a tau-meson. - - + -(For example K-~;, e e y 
+ -is removed entirely at the judging stage since the e e pair is readily 
recognized). The low probability peak implies a basic problem in the 
fitting routines and that some genuine tau-mesons are fitted with very 
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low probability. 
Apart from these events the flat probability distribution would 
imply that on the whole the reconstruction of events is correctly handled 
and that the non-zero stretch on tan A may not have any great significance. 
4.6.2 Causes of non-zero stretch on tanA 
A variety of checks have been made and no clear cause of the non-
zero stretch has been found. Some of the checks are described below. 
(a) Low probability events 
The average dip-stretch of these events is exactly the same as for 
the higher probability events so there is no correlation here. 
(b) Variation of stretch with dip angle 
An example of this is shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 for primary and 
secondaries. It is clear that the average stretch is independent of dip 
angle. The fluctuation at large values of dip angle arise from the 
average stretch coming from single events. The stretch distributions 
e 
of the primaries to neutral hypron production events and sigma events 
show exactly the same features. 
(c) Variation of fitted errors 
It is conceivable that the fitted errors going into the stretch 
expression disturb the distribution in an asymmetric way. This is dif-
ficult to check, but what has been demonstrated in Fig. 4.14 is that 
for all events of < au. 
The average unfitted errors have been plotted as a function of dip 
angle. These are shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, together with the average 
track lengths measured. The shapes and sizes of the curves agree exactly 
with their expected values from measurements dominated by Coulomb scat-
tering. It is concluded tl1at error treatments are correct. 
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(d) Fitted and unfitted dip angles 
Both tan>. and A itself have been examined. The average value of 
(Af - Au) is -.0004 radians for the primary tau-mesons and .0013 radians 
for the pion secondaries. The equality, but differ~ng signs of the shift 
in dip angles implies 1:hat the event is rotated by"' 2° in the fitting 
prnc:PR!'l- rrh,. ~0UY"Ce of thi:::: rot::~tion i:::; not cleil:L. •·;;,-.at. l.d::; t!UU:!.ty~U. in 
discussions, which may be related, is that the Mongoose value: of the 
depth of the T.S.T. is 7.84 em. (and this is confirmed by our Z-distributions 
of primary and secondary vertices of all events·) , whereas the workshop 
design value was 7.5 em. Allowing for the contraction from cooling and 
the thickness of a highly compressed 0-ring seal, the true depth is 
probably a little less than 7.5 em. This means that Z-coordinates are 
all over-estimated by about 5%. The differ~nce cannot be explained in 
terms of the flexing of the T.S.T. during expansion. ~~ attempt to check 
if there is over-estimation of Z has been made using the range of the 
isotropically distributed muons from n J.l e decay. This is shown in 
Fig. 4.17 where the average range is plotted against the dip angle. There 
is no detectable variation, but at the level of 5% the sought for varia-
tion may be lost in the noise. However an over-estimation of z cannot 
account for the average 2° rotation since rotation of events directed 
downwards would cancel rotation of events directed upwards. However for 
a track of 25 em. length passing through the whole of the T.S.T. from top 
to bottom a 5% variation on Z would give about 1° rotation of the track. 
A final check was performed by measuring approximately two hundred 
beam tracks in the following way: 
A point which could be recognized in all three views as a cor-
responding point was found on the beam track. Then each beam track was 
measured before and after this point and the variables ( ¢, tan A, 1/p) 
r.,•"'l 
at the mid point of each part of the track were determined from the 
measurements. 
A comparison was made of the 3 variables deten1ined before and 
after the corresponding point after they had been swum to the correspond-
ing point. Obviously they should be equal, but in the presence of measur-
ing error their difference will be non-zero. However they should distri-
bute about a mean value of zero with a standard deviation typical of the 
measuring precision provided that the swimmina orocP.s:;s is frP.P nf Prrnr 
and provided that reconstruction accuracy does not vary along the chamber. 
The distributions are as expected and this shows that swimming and 
reconstruction are not the sources of the systematic shift seen in the 
stretches. 
4.7 Conclusion 
Although it has not been possible to find the cause of the non-zero 
stretch in tanA , since tau-mesons and other fitted channels give good 
P<x2> distributions it is felt that this value of stretch is not important 
and can be tolerated. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EVENT SELECTION AND ABSOLUTE CROSS-SECTION 
The overall aims of this experiment have been already described in 
chapter one. The specific aim of the work described in this thesis is the 
determination of the cross-section and differential cross-sections of 
kaons leading to neutral channels. In particular the following neutral 
channels have been examined • 
(!) :~ r • o 0 
(2) (5.1) 
(3) 
0 0 0 Apart from some small contribution from the A n n channel these are 
the only channels. In this chapter the determination of the cross-
sections is described. The details of the determination are complex and 
to help in the understanding of the process it is necessary to define the 
following terms which will be used frequently later. 
(a) o -o Point A /K - fit This is a 3~constraint fit to 0-prong events 
with an associated V0 . In this fit two sets of information are used, 
one is.the measured quantities of the charged decay tracks of the neutral 
particle and the other is the direction of the vee from the decay vertex 
to the interaction vertex. 
(b) 0 A - Channels These are 0-prong + vee reactions (with or without 
associated ganuna rays) 111hich have made atleast a 'point A0 -fit.' These 
events are dominated by 0 0 A n and ,..o 0 d . 1..o 1r pro uct~on. 
(c) 0 3-body A Channels h . · A0 0 0 d · hi h ak T ~s ~s 1r 1r pro uct~on w c m es a 
relatively small contribution to the A0 -channels. 
-· S4 -
K0 - Channels Events located in ·this category are those 
0-prong + vee events which make a successful 4-constraint fit to the 
5.1 Kinematical Fitting 
For each event the Kinematic fits shown in Table 5.1 were attempted 
(see Table 3.1 for multi-vertex fits). The sequence followed is to make 
first a 'point A0 /Ko- fit' for the decav process and then usina the 
0 -information obtained for A /Ko from this first fit, make a fit to one of 
o o o -o the two body processes A n , A y or K n. In the second fit three kinematic 
quantities for one of the final state particles n°, y or the neutron are 
missing which makes the second fit a 1-constraint fit. 
If the event fitted above had associated gamma rays, fits were 
tried with hypotheses including gamma rays. For example, if an event was 
recorded at scanning as A0 + 1 y , the following hypotheses were tried, 
K p Aoy Ao n P + --+ -+ y -+ e e 
Ao1ro 1\0 0 y(-+ + - + y (unseen) -+ -+ 1T p 1T -+ e e ) 
l:o1To 1:0 0 + - Ao -
-+ -+ Ay(-+ee) -+ 1T p 
Ao1To Ao -
-+ ...... 1T p 
Aoy Ao -
-+ (unseen), -+ 1T p 
As it is shown in the above example, KINEMATICS attempted all the 
possible fits for each event using all the combination of the gamma rays 
and the lambda. It also tried appropriate fits using a missing gamma 
0 
ray or a missing n . Because of these, ambiguity of fits can occur, 
most of which cannot be resolved at JUDGING. 
Table 5.1: 
Reaction 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. -o + -K -+ 1T 1T 
6. K p-+ A.0 y 
( y is unseen) 
7. - -o K P_,. K n 
Kinetmatic fits attempted to A0 /K0 -channels 
Description of Fit 
0 The origin of A not assumed 
-o The origin of K not assumed 
A 0 was constrained to the K -verte~ 
-o -K was constrained to the K -verte> 
Input to this fit was the 
A0 -momentum from fit 3 
Input to this fit was the 
A0 -momentum from fit 3 
Input to this fit was the 
K0 -momentum from fit 4 
No. of 
onstraints 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
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For the neutral channels without associated gamma rays, the only 
o o o -o possible physical fitting channels are A 'II' , A y and K n. Almost~ all 
events giving A0 n° fit also give A0 y fit and about 28% give a 
KOn fit. The A0 /KO ambiguity was efficiently resolved at JUDGING and the 
final sample of events left A0 /Ko ambiguous was less than 1% of the total. 
5.2 Data Selection 
In this secr.inn rPP 
the data are presented. 
(a) z -Co-ordinate As described in Chapter 2, the first problem 
encountered with 0-prong events in this experiment was that a large number 
of them arose from beam tracks that had stopped in the perspex walls of 
the T.S.T. rather than the hydrogen of the chamber. For most of these 
o o -o 
spurious events the associated V did not give a 'point A /K -fit' and 
the events were excluded from the data in JUDGING. However the distri-
bution of the z - co-ordinate of the production vertex of fitted events 
(Fig. 5.1) shows clearly that there are still some spurious events of 
this kind in the data summary tape (D.S.T.). These events are accumulated 
in the two spikes shown in Figure 5. 1 at e'ither end of the distribution. 
Therefore, to avoid contamination from these events a selection has to be 
made on the Z - co-ordinate. The selection made is: 
19.4 ~ z ~ 27.0 ems. 
Of the original number of events giving the fits to A0 /K0 - channels (see 
Table 4.3), about 10% were removed from the data due to this selection. 
(b) Primary momentum In Figure 5.2 the momentum distribution of 
0 the K -beam tracks at the production vertex for A -channels is shown. 
It can be seen there is a large spike at zero momentum and a peak at about 
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Figure 5.2: Primary momentum distribution for A0 -events 
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100 MeV/c· These events were predominantly due to interactions of 
-K -mesons at rest. This is substantiated in Figure 5. 3 where the distri-
bution of primary momenta for events known to stop are shown. These 
momenta are for stopping events where a co-linear E-hyperon and pion are 
produced. Only the unfitted momentum is shown since this will cor-
" t .. , . ,.. .o reSpOllU. u Ult: lUUIU~ll\ .. WII OI: C:l ll event. Because of errors o:t measurement 
it is impossible on an individual basis to distinguish between interactions 
at rest and in-flight below 120 MeV/c· Moreover, below 200 MeV/c, the 
0 
number of events is small and hence for the A -channels, cross-sections 
have been evaluated for the momentum intervals above 200 MeV/c to the 
maximum momentum of about 500 MeV/c available in the experiment. 
-o For the K - channels although the threshold is 90 MeV I c, the number 
of events llelow 200 MeV/ c K- -momentum is however small. In Table 5. 2 
the number of events lost due to this selection is shown. 
Table 5.2: Selection criteria imposed in the Durham data 
l No. of Events I Lost (%) Remaining Events Criterion 
Ao KO Ao Ko 
Z - co-ordinate 10 10 2661 777 
Primary Momentum 13.5 1.5 2302 765 
-
(c) i- Probabilities The distribution of chi-square fit pro-
bability, P(x2>, for 'point A0 -fit 1 for A0 -channels is shown in Figure 
5. 4 (the one for K0 - channels is similar). This distribution is flat as 
expected apart from a large spike at very low probability. Comparing 
-the distributions of various quantities (e.g. K 0 or A momentum, etc.) 
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2 
for these events with X - probability less than 0. 01 with those having 
x2 - probability greater than 0.01 showed no significant differences. 
Bearing in mind that a low probability chance association of the A0 is 
the only alternative to accepting the 'point A0 -fit', no x2-cut was 
imposed on the data, (see Section 5.5). 
' After the application of the selection criteria, the number of A0 "s 
used for the following analysis was 2302 with at least a 'point A0 -fit 1 
and that of K.0 's was 765 wj t.h ~ 4 r ~n.1.t-i.-v~ ........... -t=~ +- .1..\..-..L. 
did not have to be normalized to give absolute cross-sections, the data 
available from the Birmingham sample was included to increase statistics. 
Before any such mixing of data it was checked that the two samples were 
compatible. 
5.3 Determination of Tracklength from Tau-Mesons 
In order to evaluate the cross-section as a function of momentum 
it is necessary to have the number of events corrected for any losses in 
each channel and the amount of beam track available per momentum interval. 
The determination of the latter is described first. 
At the entrance to the fiducial volume there is a spectrum of 
K -mesons with momentum P whose potential pathlength L is determined by 
the geometry of the fiducial volume. The number of K -mesons with momen-
t~~ P and potential length L in the ranges dP and dL is given by 
N(L,P) dL dP 
As the kaons pass down the chamber they are deflected in the magnetic 
field, lose energy through ionising collisions and: 
(a) pass out of the fiducial volume which is the fate of most 
particles, or 
- ~3 -
(b) undergo decay and are recorded at scanning time, only if the 
decay is in the tau-mode, or 
(c) undergo strong interaction which is also recorded at scanning 
time. 
If the initial distribution N(L,P) .is known then the momentum at 
o.r.y 1--'u.i.ui.. un the subsequent tracks can be calculated by allowing f1)r energy 
loss through range-energy tables. Consequently for given momentum bins, 
say in 20 MeV/c intervals, the amount of pathlength, which is traversed hv 
the kaons in each momentum interval can be calculated. Finally, if the 
lifetime for decay and the cross-sections for strong interaction are known 
the number of decays and the number of strong intP.ractions at each momentum 
can be determined. Conversely, in the practical case, if the number of 
strong interactions in each momentum interval is measured then the cross-
sections for strong interaction a~ a function of momentum can be determined. 
The problem is to find the initial distribution N(L,P). Although 
the momentwn spectrum is approximately known from the beam optics and 
energy loss in the degrader of aluminium, the distribution of potential 
pathlenths is diffused by the degrader and is virtually unknown. initially. 
5.3.1 Determination of N(L,P) 
(a) Direct measurement of N(L,P) 
-Since the K -mesons are clearly distinguished from the contaminating 
pions, muons and electrons then N(L,P) can be determined by direct measure-
-· 
ment. This would involve measuring every K -track in a large sample of 
-frames covering the complete exposure. Presumably as many K -tracks would 
need to be measured as there are strong interactions (~30 ,000) to balance 
the statistical accuracies. The arguments against this procedure are:-
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(i) that 30,000 measurements would take up a considerable part 
of the measuring resources, and 
(ii) that short tracks just after the entrance to the fiducial 
volume will be difficult to see and in all probability would fail in the 
measurement because of their short lengths and steepness. This might 
bias the distribution_ ronsequcntly nuL pLoposed that direct 
measurement should be employed. 
All the T-mesons found during scanning have been measured. The 
measurement returns a momentum at the mid point of the track. By allowing 
for energy loss the potential path L of that decaying tau and its momentum 
P at the entrance to the fiducial volume can be found. When this is done 
for all the tau-decays the spectrum of lengths and momentum at the 
entrance is found to be 
T(L,P) dL dP • 
This distribution is related to N(L,P) through the probability of 
decay. If the momentum of the kaon at the point of decay is p, then its 
decay length at that point is 
CT 
==pro 
where T and m are the lifetime and mass of the kaon and Be and y are the 
velocity and dilation factor of the kaon. The probability of the Kaon 
decaying anywhere (at length l) along its potential path L is 
JLmdl 
0 CTp 
(5.2) 
That this decay is by the tau-mode is given by the branching ratio 
B ( "' 5%) . Consequently when a kaon is seen to decay by the tau-mode the 
·- oO -
inverse probability, or weighting factor, gives the initial number of 
kaons which have yielded this seen tau-decay. Hence 
N(L,P) dL dP 
where the weight 
~7(L,P) 
W (L,P) T (L,P) dL dP 
= 1 I ( B rL mdl ) 
\ :J0 CTp 
(5. 3) 
Strictly speakinq this weiqht: ~hnnJ.0 in!"'l nf'lo t-hr- ':'t!"C!'.g ir:~c::-:...:.:...i...; .. .,.. 
Although in our calculation this has been taken into account (see Appendix 
B), the cross-sections are not well known. In any case the neglect of the 
strong interactions \·lill make a difference of about 2- 3% to the total 
distribution which is well within the error of the experiment. In prac-
tice the weight is evaluated numerically using range-momentum tables to 
relate p and l. However, to illustrate the size of W the expression can 
be evaluated analytically assuming that range is related to momentum as 
where b 
R 
= 3.6 and a is mass 
N(L,P) CT = T(L,P) Bm 
b 
ap 
dependent. Then 
[ [ R-L]b~l]-lb-1 1-b 1 - -R- --ab" P ( 5. 4) 
The weighting factors for a variety of entrance momenta and potential 
lengths are shown in Table 5.3; the weights are quite large. 
The drawback of this method is the lack of statistics implied by 
the low value of the branching ratio B into tau-decay. This is high-
lighted in a comparison of decay and interaction lengths. The total 
strong interaction cross-section behaves approximately as 1/p and gives 
an interaction length (in em.) of 
A. ~ 780 p (pin GeV/c) 
~ 
'I' able 5. 3: 
210 
230 
250 
2""' 
'"' 
290 
310 
320 
350 
370 
390 
410 
430 
450 
470 
490 
Some Weighting factors for tau-mesons 
AvP.rAgP K -Potential 
length (em.)* 
,., "- o~ 
46.68 
45.43 
44.39 
46.44 
46.80 
47.36 
48.93 
51.71 
52.64 
54.39 
55.79 
51.17 
53.74 
60.46 
B xWeight 
""2'.J.~ 
4.28 
4.76 
5.39 
5.36 
6.12 
6.49 
7.29 
6.48 
7.45 
6. 77 
7.12 
8.77 
10.02 
6.71 
* These are the observed average potential lengths 
for tau-mesons in the experiment. 
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The decay length is given precisely by 
= 751 p 
so to good approximation the total numbers of kaon decays and strong inte-r-
actions will be equal. However only 5% of the decays will be by the tau-
mode and even a:tter allowing for unseen modes of strong interactions the 
number of tau-decays will be less than 1/10 of the strong interactions. 
Allowing for unseen modes of strong interaction, then for indivinnr~l 
partial cross-sections the number of tau-decays will be approximately equal 
to the number of strong interactions, in statistical balance. Consequently 
the precision of the experiment relies quite heavily on the number of T -decays. 
Each tau-decay has been measured and from the momentum at the decay 
vertex the initial momentum P has been calculated together with the poten-
tial patl1lengtl1 L. The latter has been determined by projecting the kaon 
trajectory backwards to the entrance to the fiducial volume and producing 
it forwards to the exi t from the volume. The momentum distribution of 
the beam tracks at the entrance to ·the fiducial volume is shown in 
Figure 5.5. At any point x, y, z along the path the length is changed by 
~x (typically 1 mm) and from the momentum at tliat point ~y, ~z, ~p, ~~ 
and ~L are calculated to give the new space coordinate, momentum, azimuth 
angle and length of the kaon track. The process is continued until one 
of x, y or z is found to be outside the fiducial volume. 
This is followed by numeric integration to give the weighting factor 
for the tau-meson. Although the considerations above have been made in 
terms of N(L,P), in fact this distribution is never formally established. 
Instead the final part of the calculation is entered and the weighted 
tau-decay is distributed into momentum bins of, usually 20 MeV/c wide 
starting from zero momentum to build the final result, that is, the 
available pathlength as a function of momentum. 
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This is achieved by comparing the track in the fiducial volume with 
its full range. Beginning from the end of the range, the track is divided 
into lengths corresponding to 20 MeV/c intervals, as shown in Figure 5.7. 
L 
Figure 5.7 
~ Fiducial volume 
For those intervals lying completely in the fiducial volume the full weight 
of the tau-decay is added into the track-length distribution. For those 
intervals lying across the entrance and exit to the fiducial volume the 
appropriate proportion of the weighted tau-decay is added. Attenuation 
of the beam along its path has been allow~d for (see Appendix B). In this 
way the pathlength available for interaction as a function of momentum 
interval is determined experimentally (Fig. 5.6). The distribution needs 
to be examined for losses. The overall efficiency after two scans for tau-
decays is quite high at 98% and the distribution above should be scaled 
appropriately for scanning losses (corrections for losses arising from 
events which could not be measured or failed measurement ~5% can also be 
made by simple scaling). However this approach may be too simplified since, 
(a) scanning losses may be highest at the entrance region of the 
fiducial volume where there is a concentration of tracks emerging from 
the degrader, and 
(b) the measurement of the tau-decay may not be possible or may fail 
because of lack of visibility in this same region. 
., --
• .J 
In principle this is easily checked by examing the variation in 
frequency of occurrence of decay as a function of tracklength in the chamber. 
From above there would be a loss of short length primaries to tau-decays. 
Unfortunately any such variation is completely masked by the distribution 
of potential lengths. (The distribution from the above analysis which may 
be suffering from the losses we are trying to estimate is shown in 
Figure 5.8). Instead an analysis has been devised to remove the masking 
effects of the distribution of pathlenqths. It can be shown that the t.au-
decays for kaons defined by P and L will be distributed as a function of 
l ( < L) as (see Appendix C) 
= B [I: (VW) J exp r ] -l;b l-K R1 - l/b K'(R- l) exp [ 1- 1/b] K(R-l) 
(5. 5) 
where R b ap , mb K = --:-:'---:--
c-r (b - 1) and K' Consequently a useful 
test is to check 
1 [v(R-l)l;b] 
og I: (VW) = constant + 1; K (R- .i) 1 - b 
for each group of potential length L, L + ilL. Numbers are low and instead 
all values of L for a given p need to be used. Then 
1 
N I: L [ 
1/b J log v(R-i.) 
I: (vW) 
= constant + K(R- .i) 1 -
1
/t, (5. 6) 
where N is the number of contributing L bins. The data should fall on a 
straight line of slope K (which is the lifetime essentially) and losses, 
if any, should also show by discrepancies at small values of l. 
A check has been carried out for p in the range of 380 - 400 MeV/c 
where statistics are at a maximum and the result is shown in Figure 5.9 
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Figure 5.9: Check for losses of T-mesons. 
axes are given in equation 5.6. 
Definition of 
'- "L 
The slope of the line is that expected from the lifetime for tau-decay. 
'rhere is no significant loss at small values of l, consequently it may be 
concluded that corrections for scanning losses and 'not measurable' tau-
decays may be made uniformly to the whole distribution. 
5.4 Unbiased Acceptance of Events 
It is important to define an acceptance of events such that the 
"-\-.f"" +-~""' .... , -~-n,,-.,..;r.!" 
---- -- --·- .&. -- - • --- --
rections to be made for biases in the observations. This is a significant 
operation in the present experiment since the shallow depth of the hydrogen 
target introduces substantial biases. Events rnay be lost because: 
(a) the neutral particle decays outside the T.S.T. chamber. 
(b) the neutral particle decays close to the production vertex and 
transforms the event into a 2-prong category. 
(c) 0 ~~e tracks comprising the V appear. to be superimposed on the 
scanning table since the decay plane is nearly vertical. 
(d) 0 V 's produced with small or large opening angles appear to be single 
tracks and are not recognized. 
(e) the proton or pion from the decay is too short to be seen. 
To make sure that these losses are compensated for, geometric 
selections were made so that the events that remained showed no evidence 
of bias. 
Since the characteristics of K0 's and A0 's are different, firstly 
because the K0 's lifetime is almost 1/3 of that of AQ's, and secondly 
. -o because the decay products of a K make almost always a large angle 
(opening angle), the A0 -channels and K0 -channels are studied separately. 
5.5 0 Selection of Unbiased A 's Sample 
For this purpose, all A0 -channels with a confidence level for the 
-3 fit greater than 10 were selected and the following cuts applied: 
Length Cuts When a A0 decays near the vicinity of the production 
vertex so that the gap between the production and the decay vertices cannot 
be seen at scanning, it simulates a two-prong event. In such a case it is 
very difficult to distinguish the event from one produced in the reaction 
~--=~- -'- --~+ e , , ::1 1 ~+ "" -_,o~. -·· .-., . __ ._,_· .• __ •. ::: .... , 
- - :. .... ~c .... ..;...::;;,·.::.-:. :.,J.~ ..:... -- - - ~ ..... .....-. .... ..:... ..;... ~-_.._. 
seen. A selection on minimum length or an equivalently minimum prOJ?er time 
will obviously remove this problem. The diptribution of proper times for 
the A0 is shown in Figure 5.10. Here the proper timet is related to the 
observed length l as 
Scyt 
p AO 
--tC 
MAo 
(5. 7) 
The line drawn to the distribution corresponds to the known lifetime for 
Ao, s -10 2.578 x 10 sec.). 
It is obvious from the distribution that there is a loss below 
t = 0.1 x 10- 10 second and therefore the minimum proper time, t . , was 
m~n 
-10 
set to 0.1 x 10 second. 
Angle Cuts Events lost through angular effects are mainly those in 
which the angle between the decay products of the A0 is small and the plane 
of decay is near normal to the front glass of the chamber. In order to 
estimate the loss in this case, an examination is made of the distribution 
of an azimuthal angle $ around the direction of the A0 which is defined 
as follows: 
cos~ 
(i} X N) (N X 5> (5. 8) = 
lu Nj IN ... X X Dl 
.. 
where u is the unit vector normal to the front glass, N the direction of 
i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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t. X 10-lO sec 
Figure 5.10: Distribution of A0 -lifetimes 
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Figure 5.11: <P-distribution for A0 -events 
the A0 and D the direction of the decay proton. This is the angle between 
the normal·to the decay plane of the A0 and an arbitrary direction in the 
x y plane of the chamber. Since there is no correlation whatsoever between 
the decay normal of the physical event and the geometry of the coc1rdinate 
system this distribution of$ should be isotropic. It is shown in Figure5.11 
isotropy is present at large values of $ but losses are clear at smaller 
values~ 0 It should be noted that $ = 0 corresponds to the decay plane of 
the A0 beinq vertical in the chamber and it is obvious that this type of 
event ,;·ill be difficult to detect. 
Bearing in mind that the T. s. T. is a shallow target ( "' a em. depth) I 
it is expected that A01 s decCiy outside the walls of the T.S.T. Hence the 
cone of production of the A0 will be distorted. Following this a means was 
0 devised to select A •s which were produced in a full cone inside the T.S.T. 
It is described below. 
The kinematics of production of the two body process K-p ~ A0 w0 
-
shown in Figures 5.12 (a to c) for two different K -momenta (200 and 500 MeV /C) 
will illuminate the problem concerned with the shallow target. Let us 
first define the quantities involved in these figures. 
" " (i) (K . A) LCM is the cosine of the angle between the primary beam 
direction and the A0 direction both evaluated in the over~ll centre of 
mass system. 
(ii) o<. A)LAB is the cosine of the angle between the K and the A0 
direction in the lettpt' ra :tort frame of reference. 
(iii) (PA) is the momentum of the lambda in the .le~o l"iltory frame of 
LAB 
reference. 
(iv) DO is the distance the production vertex had to be from the perspex 
walls of the T.S.T. in order to allow for the decay of the lambda particle 
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It must be pointed out that for the r 0 hyperons which are also 
0 0 
present in the data, the mass difference between r and A is small so 
that the A0 nearly follows the r 0 direction (maximum angle of A0 from ~0 
is "'10°) a.nd hence Figures 5.12 are adequate as a guide. 
As it can be seen irorn Figure 5.12c, tr1e mi:lXirnum value uf DO val. .i.e:::. 
-from 2.56 em at 500 MeV/c to 1.96 ern at 200 MeV/c K-mornentum. This means 
that the acceptance of the target in order to have a full cone of produc-
tion for the A-hyperon depends on both the cosine of the production 
angle of the A-hyperon and the K-momentum. So, the A particles were divided 
into four groups with K-rnomenta of 200-320, 320-370, 370-410 and 410-500 
MeV/c. These intervals were chosen such that each consisted of an adequate 
number of events and also one of the intervals had the known A (1520) 
resonance centred in it. Obviously one \oJould like to collect data in 
narrmoJer bins (e.g. 20 MeV I c j , but with the present data available for this 
analysis it was not possible. 
In order to have a high acceptance which is known without distorting 
angular distributions, the limiting value of DO for the upper end cf one 
of the momentum intervals was used to divide the depth of the T.S.T. into 
six regions as shown in Table 5.4. In the same table the lifetime intervals 
for the full cone of production are also shown. 
For the first and last of the six depth regions the half cone of 
production can be accepted by taking A-hyperons produced upwards or down-
wards in the target. For example, events produced in region 1 can be 
accepted only if the A0 hyperon is directed downwards (a half cone of pro-
duction) and this is true for all lifetime intervals. To events produced 
in region 3 the full cone of production is available for those with 0 to 
one lifetime for all A0 directions, but for those decaying within on 
Table 5.4: The details of selected A0 's 
I Region 
1 
~ 
2 
3 
'---· 
4 
~· 
5 
6 
-
Depth (ern. ) I 0 - • 5 T j.5 - 1 T 11 T - tlirn i i 
.5 DO 62 H I 30 H I 20 I i 
-
I 
--
I 
I .5 D·O 157 L' 54 u I 28 I 
t--- -+ 
* 
H 
*3.8 - DO 220 F 158 F 55 
I F F 3.8 - DO 225 166 58 
.5 DO I 194 F 57 H 37 
.5 DO I 79 H 41 H 34 
I 
The full depth of the fiducial volume is 
7.6 ern. 
Full Cone 
Half Cone 
H 
--
u 
H 
H 
H 
H 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lifetime to S.im only a half cone of production to those directed downwards 
is available. tlim is the limiting lifetime up to which a A0 -hyperon can 
be produced in a half cone of production. In calculating tlim for each 
momentum interval the upper end of that momentum interval was used and it 
0 
was assumed that the maximum length available to a A -decay was 3.8 em. 
(half nf thP '1'.!=;.'1'. ne!?th) _ The ~uzn..ber of :::elected event~ in cu.ch region 
for a particular lifetime interval is shown in Table 5.4. 
Although about 27% of the events are lost by using the above accept-
ance geometry for the target we can be confident that the remaining even·ts 
(selected events) were unbiased as far as the shallowness of the target was 
concerned. Of course this loss was corrected for finally by doubling the 
number of events produced in a half cone of production. 
The cp-distribution for the selected events is shown in Figure 5.13. 
As can be seen it is now flatter than ·the one plotted for unselected events 
in Figure 5. 11. 
0 Looking at Figure 5. 12b makes it clear that A -hyperons produced back-
wards in the over a II CEmtre of mass system by higher momentum beam par-
ticles can have very low momenta ( ""100 MeV/c) in the laboratory frame of 
reference. From Figure 5.12a these A0 -hyperons can be produced in the 
0 laboratory system at angles close to 180 . As might be expected these 
events are the most difficult ones to measure and fit kinematically. In 
other words, it is very unlikely to find these events on the D.S.T. Further, 
0 I 
as was mentioned earlier in this chapter, the A -hyperons with very low 
momentum will have such a short pathlength to decay that they will simulate 
2-prong events. Tnerefore, there must be a correction for loss of low 
momenta. 
In order to find at what momentum the loss becomes significant, a 
0 
scatter plot of the A -momentum versus the $-angle was obtained which is 
• 
160~ 
I 
801------1 
~ 
81.0 
(degree) 
Figure 5.13: $-distribution for selected A0 -events. 
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shown in Figure 5.14. From this plot the ratio of the number of events 
with 0 0 ~ > 45 to those with ~ < 45 was calculated for each 20 MeV/c 
lambda momentum interval. It was found that this ratio was constant for 
A0 -hyperon with momentum greater than 160 MeV/c. 
0 A further loss of A .hyperons is expected due to those with wide 
opening angles. To check this a plot of the A0 decay angular distribution 
0 0 for A - hyperons with ~ > 9 and (PA) > 160 MeV/c was obtained. In 
LAB 
this plot (Fig. 5 • 15) , (P . A) ~,. is the cosine of the ana le betwePn t.hP 
proton and A0 line of flight in the rest frame of A0 • There is some loss 
A A 
at large decay angles. To eliminate this loss all events with (P • A )CM> 0. 8 
were removed from the data. 
The ~-distribution for all the events which had passed all the above 
selections with (PA) > 160 MeV/c is shown in Figure 5.16. As can be 
H LAB 
seen it is now reasonably flat for 0 ~ > 9 0 
As a check on the purity of the sample remaining for deter~ination of 
the cross-section, the lifetime distribution of the remaining events were 
plotted on a logarithmic scale and a straight line was fitted to the points 
(1-'ig. 5.17). 0 The slope of this line determined the mean lifetime for A 's 
to be 2.475 ± 0.169 which is consistent '"ithin the error with the world 
average. 
5.6 Correction factors 
With well defined selections as above it is then straightforward to 
make corrections to the events surviving the selection to determine the 
total number of produced events. The corrections made and the correction 
factors by which the remaining events were scaled are as follows: 
( 1) for the neutral mode of decay, A 0 ->- n 'ITo which has a branching 
ratio of "' 35. 8 ± • 5%, the correction factor is 1. 55 7. 
N 
-o. 8 -o. 6 -o. 4 -o. 2 -o. o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Figure 5.15: Decay angular distribution of A0 -events 
H.o 9.0 18.0 21.0 36.0 45.0 54.o 63.0 12.0 81.0 
q, (degree) 
Figure 5.16: ~-distribution for unbiased A0 -events 
2.0 
(t- t . ) x 10-lO sec. 
m1.n 
3.0 
Figu~ 5.17_: Lifetime-distribution for unbiased /\ 0 -events. 
-10 
tmin is set to 0.1 x 10 sec. 
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(2) 0 the A -hyperons were required to have a minimum proper tim1~ of 
-10 flight of t . = 0.1 x 10 second and, depending on the incident K-momentum, 
m1n 
to have a maximum proper time of t 1 . . The correction factor is computed 1m 
from the relation 
CF 1 (5.9) 
-t • I -t. , 1 
m1n, T .1.11111 T 
e e 
where T is the lifetime of the !1. 0 and t 1 . has been defined previously. 1m 
The correction factor is 1.279, 1.361, 1.447 and 1.565 respectively for the 
four intervals of K -rnoment.urr. described in the previous section. 
(3) 0 A -hyperons produced in a half cone of production were doubled to 
compensate for the other half of the production cone. 
(4) as described in the previous section, events with ~ < 9° and those 
for which (P . fl.) CM > 0. 8 were removed from the data. The remaining A 0 ' s 
1 d . 1 . f f 90 . th f' d b f were sea e respect1ve y oy a actor o 90_9 ,1n e 1rst an y a actor 
f 10 . h d o 10_ 1 1n t e secon case. 
(5) for events with (PA)LAB < 160 MeV/c the ~-distribution as well as 
the time of flight distribution for !1.0 's showed a loss below 45~ 
From thP. two distributions, a correction factor was calculated to 
accommodate these losses. This correction factor was also computed by 
fitting aLegendre polynomial of the form 
dN l 
= E A p (X) (5.10) dX 
n=O n Tl 
to the production angular distribution above (K . fl.) LCM = -0. 8. In the 
above relation A are constant coefficients and l was 3. The fitted angular 
n 
"' "' distributions were then extrapolated to (K • fl.) LCM = - 1. To give the 
-· / l -
0 ~ ~ 0 
expected number of 1\ 's below (K.J\)LCM = -0.8. These A -hyperons have 
momentum less than 160 MeV/c (see figure 5.11b). Both methods gave 
almost the same correction factor which is of the order of 1.33. 
(6) finally an estimate of loss due to scanning inefficiency and 
' 
unmeasurable events was made and a correction factor of 1. 281 was intra-
duced to account for these losses. It must be pointed out that the 
decision whether an event is unmeasurable was made by a physicist. 
All the above correction factors and where they have been applied 
are shown in Table 5.5. 
Table 5.5 Corrections applied to J\0 -channels 
,-------------------r------------------------------~---------; I Origin of the Loss vlliere the Corrections I Correction l are Applied I Factor 
Unseen mode of decay 
?roper time cut-off 
Geometry selection 
Scanning ineff. and 
i 
I 
\ 
p - = 200- 320 
K 
= 320- 370 
= 370- 410 
= 410- 500 
MeV/c 
0 J\ 's produced in a half cone 
of production 
1.557 
1. 279 
1.361 
1. 447 
1.565 
2 
1.281 
l unmeasurable events 
5.7 Selection of unbiased K0 events 
The reaction studied was KP -+- K0 n with the K0 undergoing 
+- -o ~ ~ decay (K -channels) for which the level of confidence for the fit 
.,., 
"'- -
-3 
was greater than 10 • The following selections were applied to these 
events. 
Length cuts -o When a K decays very close to the production vertex, 
- + -
the event can be mistaken with one produced in the reaction K P ~ n_E+ 
+ + followed by r- ~ n li- in which the decaying l:- hyperon is too short to be 
+ - 0 
seen or alternatively in the 3-body final states n n A where the 
11.
0
-hyperon is not seen to decay. A similar selection to that applied to 
A0 -channels was made he,re. From the dist.rihl11-i'1n nf t-i_!l""' nf fHS'h+- fr,..-
-o -10 K 's, t . was set to 0.1 x 10 second. 
ml.n 
-o t 1 . for K 's were set to the l.m 
time at which the K0 leaves the fiducial volume. 
Angle cuts The distribution of the angle~ defined in equation 5.8 
was obtained for K0 's (Fig. 5.18) and showed clear losses at small 
values of ljl. 
Since K0 's have short lifetime relative to that of 11.0 's, the 
selection of events by dividing the target into several r.·egions did not 
improv~ the ~-distribution significantly. It was checked to see if the 
--o loss in cjl is related, by any means, to the opening angle of the K decay 
0 
which is always wide and larger than "'80 at our momentum. No relation 
could be found. -o . Finally the decay angular distribution for K 's was 
obtained which is shown in Figure 5.19. This distribution does not show 
a significant loss either. Therefore all the events with ~ < 45° were 
scaled by a factor to bring them to the average of those tllith 0 ~ ~ 45 . 
The correction factors for K0 -channels are shown in Table 5.6. 
5.8 Cross-section Evaluation 
Having calculated the correction factors and the tracklength per 
20 M~V incident K -momentum interval, the absolute cross-sections were 
then evaluated for A0 + neutrals and K0 n channels. For this purpose ., 
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Figure 5.18: $-distribution for KO-events 
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Figure 5. 1·9: Decay angular distribution for KO-events. 
Table 5.6: Corrections applied to 
Origin of the 
10!=:<:; 
~::~~ode 
I decay 
of 
I K~·· 
Proper time 
cut-off 
Scanning ineff. 
and unmeasur-
ab-le events-
-o K -channels 
Where the Corrections 
were applied 
-o All K 's 
Correction 
factor 
1. 454 
2 
Eq. 5. 10 
1.265 
Durham data only were used. Average cross-section per momentum interval 
can be calculated from the relation , 
O(mb) N 
where N = total number of events per momentum interval 
+ 
L'= pathlength per momentum interval (em.) 
p* density of liquid hydrogen 3 = (0.055 g/cm ) 
N Avogadro's number (6. 022 X 23 -1 
~ 
10 mole ). 
-
In Tables 5. 7 and 5. 8 the cross-sections for A0 + neutrals and K0 n 
reactions as a function of momentum are shown respectively. These cross-
sections together with the corresponding data of Mast et al (ref. 5.1) 
are also shown in Figure 5.20. Although the peak from A(1520) is not as 
evident as in ref. ( 5. 1 ) , it is c;;ui te pronounced. Obviously one of t.~e 
sources of error in the value of cross-section is the measurement of the 
-incident K -momentum of individual·primaries. As well as the individual 
event measurements, an average momentum PK expected as a function of 
position in the chanilier can be found from the measurements on tau-decays 
discussed in Section 5.3. (In referer.ce ( 5. 1) the momentum from the position 
in chamber is more accurate than the individual measurement of primary 
momentum).The value of PK is not exactly equal to the average obtained 
for tau-decays at that position, since the lifetime for tau-decays in 
laboratory frame of reference is momentum dependent, so that different 
* The refractive index which is ne::essary for spatial reconstruction of 
particle trajectories is worked out by the program MONGOOSE to be 1. 0873. 
This is found to be equivalent to a density of 0.055 g/cm3 in the 
operating condi tj.on of the T. S. T. Range-momentum table and the range 
of muons in hydrogen was consistent with this value for density. 
1" Geometry values were used in calculating L from T -meson. 
Table 5. 7: 
Momentum 
(MeV) 
c 
215 
235 
255 
275 
295 
315 
f--
335 
355 
375 
,..-----. 
39.5 
t 415 
435 
455 
r---
475 
'-
495 
Total cross sections and errors for 
- Ao K P -+ 11 + missing neutrals. 
I 
! 
I 
l 
Corrected number 
of events 
40 
81 
211 
198 
325 
318 
400 
501 
616 
774 
651 
391 
181 
108 
27 
Cross Section 
(mb) 
17.88 ± 6.03 
18.40 ± 6.59 
22.65 ± 3.95 
12.47 ± 2.07 
14.51 ± 2.01 
i0.92 ± 1.49 
10.15 ± 1.18 
10.52 ± 1.19 
11.02 ± 1. 09 
13.28 ± 1.19 
11.44 ± 1.13 
8.78 ± 1.10 
6.31 ± 1.16 
10.38 ± 2.59 
5.48 ± 2.30 
Table 5. 8: 
215 I 
235 
255 
275 
-
295 
315 
335 
355 
375 
395 
415 
435 
455 
475 
-
Partial cross sections for K-P ~ ~n 
Corrected number 
of events 
32 
37 
95 
178 
198 
112 
252 
281 
404 
537 
398 
287 
110 
54 
Cross-section 
(mb) 
15.09 ± 5.68 
-
8. 74 ± 3.64 
10.72 ± 4.80 
11.76 ± 4.50 
9.26 ± 3.44 
5.03 ± 2.14 
6. 77 ± 2.35 
6.23 ± 2.11 
7.64 ± 2.36 
9.76 ± 2.82 
7.39 ± 2.29 
6.82 ± 2.30 
4.06 ± 1. 75 
5.43 ± 2.84 
0 
~ 
b 
o Mast et al. (error ~ 0. 20 f) 
+ This experiment 
t 10.0~-
oor+ .+ -
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Figure 5.20: 
P (MeV/C) K-
-(a) cross-section for the reation K P 0 -+ f, + neutrals 
as a function of incident momentum. 
(b) Cross-section for the reaction K-P + i 0 n. 
f represents a typical error in this experiment. 
The momentum bin width is shown by horizontal bars. 
- ·; 4. -
fractions of the total beam decay at different momenta. Weighting 
the averages from the tau-decays to take this effect into account, values 
of PK and ~he variance < ~P2 > of the mean were found for different K 
positions in the chamber (see Table 5.9). This information could then 
be averaged with the direct measurement of primary momentum CP ) for 
Kf1 
each 11°-event to give 
p- /<~P 2 > + (P) /<~(P ) 2 > K K K II K A (P ) = 
Kf1 1/<~P 2 > + 1 I <!::,. (P ) 2 > K KA 
2 
where <~(P ) > is the variance on the direct measurement. As can be 
KA 
seen from Table 5.9, the uncertainty of PK is of the order of 5% which 
is the same as the direct measurement. Therefore in this experiment 
the beam-averaging procedure does not yield a better estimate for beam 
momentum. This implies that the less pronounced peak for the A (1520) 
in this experiment compared to that of ref. (5.1) is due to the poorer 
momen~um resolution which arises from the degrading of the beam from 
~700 M~V momentum. This effect also causes other rapidly varying 
quantities such as Legendre polynomials for the angular distribution 
MeV -
to be less pronounced at 390 C K -momentum. 
Table 5. 9: Mean and variance of primary momentum 
of tau-decays in different positions 
in the Chamber. 
-··-·· 
- (~) :l (MeV)~ Block L (em) PK_ <~P > c K c 
2 366.34 324.38 
10 354.38 558.18 
3 18 353.71 311 .94 
26 344.76 433.27 
34 343.57 406.59 
I 
2 397. 14 544.57 
10 399. 11 621.68 
4 18 393.54 489.34 
26 392.01 465.21 
I 34 344.46 446.38 , 
* See Table 2.1 
** L is measured from the entrance to the 
fiducial volume. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS-SECTIONS AND 
POLARISATIONS IN THE NEUTRAL CHANNELS 
In this chapter the Legendre expansion coefficients for the dif-
ferential cross-sections and polarisationR of the reactions listed in 
v • .&. l,..U U • J • 
Although this determination is straightforward for the charge-exchange 
channel, because of a partial kinematic overlap, it is rather difficult to 
- ~0 0 - 0 0 1 determine the coeff~cienls for the separate ll 1r · and E 1r channe s. Much 
of the difficulty arises from the fact that in both reactions the hyperon 
is seen only through the decay products of the f -hyperon in the final 
state and unless a large number of gamma rays is detected, it is not 
possible to make the kinematic fit to each channel separately and hence 
resolve the ambiguity. As described in chapter one, with a T.S.T. chamber 
there is a chance of detecting gamma rays through their conversions to 
+ -
e e pairs but unfortunately at the time of this analysis the number of 
A 0 -events with fitted gamma rays was not enc,ugh to be used for -:he detailed 
analysis. Nevertheless, in section 6.4 the available sample of events, 
constrained to fit A0 1r 0 and E0 1r 0 , will be looked at and the results 
extracted will be compared with the corresponding ones obtained in this 
chapter. The data analysed in this chapter, therefore, contains all 
o -o A -channels and K -channels (see the introduction to Chapter 5 for the 
definition of A0 and K0 -channels) and the main problem to be considered 
is obviously the separation of the A0 n° and E0 1r 0 final states. 
6. 1 . 0 0 0 0 Separat1ng A 1r and E n Channels 
In reference 6.2 an event by event maximum likelihood analysis 
·· 7c -
has been made to extract simultaneously the channel fractions and Legendre 
1 . 1 . ff" . f 1\ 0 0 d " 0 0 f" 1 po ynom~a expans~on coe ~c~ents or . n an t... 11 ·1.na st.ates. This 
uses the measured missing mass squared (MM2), its angle of production and 
0 the A -decay angle. 'I'h 1 f MM2 · . b e va ue o ~s g~ven y 
= (6 .1) 
-? 
where m is mass and E and P denote total energy and momentum respectively 
as measured in the laboratory system. The subscripts to the symbols 
refer to the respective particles. In Figure 6.1, the MM2 distribution 
is shown for all A0 -channels. The unit of MM2 in this thesis is 2 ,.,here m 110 
m 
no = 0.135 GeV/C
2 is the mass of the neutral pion. The peak at MM2 = 1. 
0 c 
clearly shows the presence of the 1\ n channel, but equally, Figure 6.1 
shows that there is a part of the distribution where the events may be 
equally interpreted as being due to either A0 or E0 reactions. The extrac-
tion of information about the individual channels in such a region demands 
an accurate knowledge of the relative channel contributions to the total. 
This leads to a multi-parameter fit to all the data and it relies on the 
proper folding in of measurement errors into the expressions for likeli-
hood. In this preliminary analysis, a simpler approach is used that 
requires first the use of the ~~2 distribution to determine the overall 
channel f~actions and then the extraction of the polynomial coefficients 
from events in those regions of the MM2 distribution where one of the 
A0 or E0 channels dominated, so that imperfect knowledge about the other 
background channel would not be important. 
The final states contributing to the distribution of MM 2 in 
Figure 6.1 are 
this experiment. 
0 0 A n, .. a o t... 1T , 0 0 0 0 . A n n and A y l.n the momentum range of 
2 The expected MM distribution for these channels with-
out the effect of measurement e:t:rors are shown in Figure 6. 2. The 
150 
•::> 
N I= 100 
s 
N 
50 
I 
~~ 111111111111111 i11" 11111111111111~11111111111111111111" 111111111111 
_q_o -o.o 3.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 1s.o 
Figure~: 
Figure 6.2: 
2 . 2 
MM /m1T 0 
Measured distribution of missing mass squared 
for the reaction K-P ~ A0 + neutrals. 
0 0 I: 1T 
MM2/m2 
no 
Schematic diagram of the ~~2-distributions expected 
from different final states. 
-- I I -
relative normalisations are arbitrary in this figure. 0 0 The A n reaction 
· 
2 d h Ao h 1 h 1 · d f g1ves events at m 0 an t e 11 y c anne , t e e ectromagnet1c ecay o 1T 
* the Y (1520), gives events at zero. 0 0 -The E 1T channel contr1butes a 
0 
rectangular distribution, the upper and lower limits of which vary 
-
slightly with incident K -momenttun. This is because the angle between 
0 0 
;r and the gamma ray from the E -decay forms an isotropic distribution 
in the 0 l: rest fram~. • 0 0 • . Finally the 11n TI react1on starts with lowe,r lim1t 
ana 1t:s upper 11rn1t varies with the centre of mass energy avail-
able. The detailed shape· depends on the dynamics of the 3-body process 
and in Figure 6.2 just a phase-space shape is shown for the purpose of 
illustration. In this analysis the information for An°n° events were 
+ -
extracted from measured and fitted events of the type A1r n . Using charge 
independence, the number of An°n° + -events is then ~ of the An n events. 
+ -To make sure that the observed s~nple of An 1T events is complete, the 
cross-section for this channel was compared with the data of reference 
6.4 in Figure 6.3 and shown in Table 6.1. 0 The A selection was 
identical with that discussed in Chapter 5 for theA~neutral channel (see 
Section 5.2). Bearing in mind that the statistics for this channel is 
about 5% of that in reference 6. 4 and that momentum resolution is poorer 
(see Section 5.8), the agreement is very good. It was found in reference 
+ -6.4 that the production of An n events is dominated by the formation 
reaction 
-K P ~ A(1520) ~ + -A TI 1T 
a~d Figure 6.3 is consistent with this. Therefore, we may consider An°n° 
events as all coming from the A(l520). Later when the A0 -events are 
divided into different momentum intervals to evaluate the fractions of 
- "i'o -
in the ~-distribution will be taken to be the same for all intervals. 
Finally, the distribution of the MMf of An+n- events is shown in 
Figure 6.4. 
Table 6.1: K-P -+ A0 .. +.IT-Partial Cross-Sections for ,, 
r 
~ 
Momenum I Corrected Cross-Section (M~V) number of (mb) I events 
I 
I 275 I 10 I .48 ± .29 
295 13 .45 ± .33 
315 24 .67 ± . 27 
335 34 .70 ± • 39 
355 41 .69 ± .26 
375 il9 1. 71 ± .43 
395 126 2.16 ± • 36 
I 415 160 1.84 ± .49 
435 71 1. 22 ... .25 
455 26 - • 72 ± • 42 ! 
The difference between the observed distribution of the MM2 for 
A0 -events (Figure 6.1) and the expected one (Figure 6.2) arises from 
the fact that in the former the errors of measurement on the missing 
mass squared (tlwf) are involved. The following procedures \'tere then 
d • 11 o .. o a optea to separate .. 
-Event.s were divided into six intervals of incident K -momentum 
each consisting of roughly the same number of events except the last 
interval which had almost half the statistics compared with the rest. 
The range of incident momentum P K- and the number of event.s in each 
5.0 
4.0 
o Mast et al. (errors~ 0.2 f) 
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Figure 6.3: 
18 
16 
14 
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c 
0 + -Cross-section for the reaction K P -> f.. 1r 1r as 
a function of incident momentum. f represents the 
typical error in this experiment. The momentum 
bin width is shown by horizontal bars. 
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Figure 6.4: Measured distribution of missing mass squared 
for the reaction K- P -+ fl0 rr+n-
interval are shown in Table 6.2. For each momentum interval the distri-
2 bution of fiMM was obtained (see Appendix D) and convoluted into the 
2 
expected f-tM distribution assuming the experimental resolution function 
approximates a Gaussian. This is given by 
""'•tl.,. ... ?. 
z l"""' .. ""c, .... 2. i'.LL'~J 
r 
I -
L 
(6. 2) 
where MM 2 and MM 2 are the observed and expected MM 2 respectively. For 
o E 
the /l.vrrv and /l.vy channels, MM" were set to mL 0 and zero respectively, E 1f 
2 
aJ1d for t.he I: 0 n° reaction the exponential term was sum1ned over MME from 
its lower limit to the upper end, these limits being calculated for the 
centre of each momentum interval. A Chi-square fit was then made to each 
MM 2 distribution in Figure 6.5 allowing the fraction of the /1. 0 1r 0 to vary. 
The A0 y fraction was kept fixed at 0.015 (fo~~d from ref. 6.5) and the 
/1.1r
0
n° contribution put equal to half the observed /\n+n- intensity as 
explained earlier. The program, MINUIT (ref. 6. 6) , was used for this 
purpose. The fit then 9ave the fract:i,on of /1. 0 n° channel contributing to 
the t-1M 2 distribution in Figure 6.1. Table 6.2 and Figure 6.6 show the 
fraction obtained for K-P ~ /1. 0 rr 0 as a function of incident momentum. 
Bearing in mind that the statistics are low, the results are in good 
agreement with the data of ref. 6.2 within the errors. The values of 
2 X are all larger than expected and are dominated by contributions from 
a small nunilier of events with negative values of MM2. Such events are 
present in the observed MM2 distributions of all workers and presumably 
represent a breakdown in the simple propagation of Gaussian errors 
used. It is noted that the /1. 0 n° fraction goes through a minimum at 
'v 390 !"leV 
c This is, obviously, because of the presence of /\(1520) 
in l:0 n° channel and does not contradict the smooth variation of /1. 0 n° 
cross-section. 
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Table 6.2: Fraction of A0 n° channel to the A0 +neutrals 
p (MeV) NEV* ** 2 K- C NDF X 
250 - 310 I 519 22 40.48 
I 310 - 345 524 29 48.74 
345 - 375 587 32 I 40.72 I r,r: rn-. --
.<'?t; - !!._ J,.) 
405 - 435 532 35 44.56 
435 - 500 293 19 50.75 
* Number of events 
** Number of degrees of freedom 
I 
I 
f 
Fraction± error I 
--------
-r 
0.456 
0.484 
0.38!:1 
U.263 
0.321 
0.380 
0.073 ' c 
0.063 
0.065 l I 
""' o. V.J3 I 
0. 084l 
I 
0.096 i 
~ 
6.2 Angular Distribution Expansion Coefficients 
In order to obtain the angular distribution expansion coefficients, 
the production angular distributions were expanded in terms of a Legendre 
series, 
dN 
·=== (6. 3) d (cosEI) 
where e is the angle of outgoing 0 -A -hyperon/KO-meson with the_ incident 
K -direction in the centre of mass. Al is the coeffici€nt and Pt (cos6) 
is the Legendre polynomial of the order of l. It was found from the 
previous experiments that terms up to l = 3 are sufficient. Fi·ts \<Tere 
-then made to angular distribution for different K -momentum intervalu 
using MINUIT, to find the coefficients Al. The results for the several 
neutral channels are discussed in the following three sections:·-
In Table 6.3 the coefficients Al are shown for the charge-exchangu 
reaction KOziJ as a flh"'lCtion of the average momentum ir. each momentum interw .. l. 
~----~ ...... --,~ ... -~':.;.....:0:.. _____ _
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The observed angular distribution for this channel in the i.nt.•::.r;;·aJ. 37 5 to 
405 MeV ' h i F ' 6 7 0 . . d h f ' d d . ' '" C 1s s own n 1gure . . n 1t 1s rawn t e ·1tt~ 1stx~but~.on 
calculated from the coefficients Al. As can be seen from Table 6.3, belu~ 
MeV 300 -c- the angular distribution is consistent with being linear in cos&. 
In the region of "'390 MeV 
c 
2 the distribution shows thP. r.n!C; A 0."':::'~!:-~cn~~ 
from the 11.(1520) resonance (S£e Figure 6.7). The results are reasonably 
in agreement with the data of ~last et al (ref. 6. 3) • 
Table 6.3: Legendre polynomial coefficients for 
Momentum 
(MeV ) A /A 1 0 
' c 
280 -0.58 ± . 37 
l 327 -0.22 ± 0.44 
~ 360 0.39 ± 0.36 
I 390 -0.09 ± 0.32 I I 
~ 420 -0.45 ± 0.44 I 455 -0.36 ± 0.57 
I t L 
A/Ao 
0.00 ± 0.53 
0.07 ± 0.42 
0.86 ± 0.37 
1.64 ± 0.22 
1.54 ± 0.31 
1.81 ± 0.32 
A/A0 
·--f 
I 
I 
.. ~ 
i 
0.02 ± 0. 82 
0.38 ± 0 .57 
0.76 ± 0 .39 
0.09 ± 0 .41 
-0.33 ± 0 .49 
-0.63 ± • J. .17 
---· 
+ -For Arr n events the values of Al were obtained, in a similar 
manner, over the whole incident momentum range. The informa·i:ion f~corr. 
0 . 0 0 0 
the point A -fit' alone was used, so that the events simulate A n· n . 
A/A0 = -0.19 ± 0.28 
A/Ao = 0.55 ± 0.32 (6. -'!) 
A/Ao = 0.03 ± 0.42 
1.0-
.. , 
o Mast et al. 
+ This experiment 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
Figure 6.6: 
p 
1C (MeV/C) 
- 11o..,o The branching ratio of K p -+ 
" 
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-
-+ Ao K p + neutrals as a function of incident momentum. 
Cos 6 
Figure 6.7: Observed angular distribution and fitted curve for the 
- -
reaction K P -+ K0 n for the momentum interval 
375 to 405 MeV/C. 
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The AR.. for ATI 0 1T 0 events were assumed to be identical to those listed 
+ -
above for ATI 1T events and used in extracting At for rono channel as 
described below. In Figure 6.8, the observed angular distribution for 
+ -
ATI 1T events and the curve from the fit to Lengendre polynomials are 
shown. 
For the A0 n° and E0 1r 0 channels the coefficients were determined in 
the following way: 
In Section 6.1 the fraction of A0 1r 0 and 1: 0 TI 0 channels in the total 
- ~ Ao , 2 2 K P ~ +neutrals and the distribution of P,~U40 , ~u~) were obtained 
for each momentum interval. It was then possible, using this information, 
to plot the share from each channel to the MM2• Figure 6.9 shows this 
MeV plot for the momentum interval between 375 to 405 -c- . As can be seen 
2 beyond MM - 3m20 the E0 1r0 channel with a small background of 1T 
dominate and the contribution of the A0 n° channel is negligible. The 
coefficients At describing the angular distribution of these events are, 
therefore, the weighted average of the two coefficients for E0 n° and 
An°1r 0 channels. By making a fit to the events with MM2 greater than 
2 3mn 0 and knowing At for the 3-body channel (listed in 6.4) it was then 
possible to determine the coefficients At for the E0 n° channel. 
Returning to Figure 6.9, in order to obtain At for the A0 n° channel 
a region of MM2 distribution was demanded in which the A0 n° events 
dominated with least background from the E0 n° reaction. To keep the 
2 
statistics reasonably large, events between 0 to 2 m 0 were chosen and 1T 
the fitted values of At to the series (6.3) obtained for these events. 
0 0 Knowing the coefficients At for 1: n channel, the values of At for the 
A0 n° events could be extracted. 
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Figure 6.8: Observed angular distribution and fitted curve 
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Figure 6.9: Contributions from the final states A0 n° , E0 n°, 
000 0 . - 0 A n n and A y to the react~on K P ~ A + neutrals 
for the momentum interval 375 to 405 M~V 
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There is, of course, one problem here which must be solved. For the 
~0 n° channel the direction of the E0 is unknown (~0 cannot be seen) and 
0 0 
only the A -hyperon from the decay of r. is observed. Therefore, t:he 
coefficients obtained for these events must be corrected to take into 
account the effect of the E0 direction with respect to that of A0 • In 
0 
order to make this correction, assume er. is the angle between E and the 
incident K in the centre of mass. It can be shewn that Pl(cos8r.) is 
·~1~---~-~-~--- ~-~-· n '---n • 
- .t: '·-·..;:...·-·A; ~--
4li 
2l + 1 
m =+l 
L Y 0 (X,<!>) Y 0 _ (8A,O) <(..,m <(.., m 
m=-l 
where x is the angle between the E0 and its decay A0 in the centre of 
mass, eA is the centre of mass production angle of A0 -hyperon, <!> is the 
azimuthal angle of A0 around the r. 0 and Y0 are the spherical harmonic <(..,m 
functions. Figure 6.1.0 shows the relevant geometry, the A0 momentum 
being taken along x-axis and the xy plane containing the beam momentum. 
Figure 6.10 
Integrating over ~ gives 
(6. 5) 
-- 8~ -
Equation 6.3, with substitution from equation 6.5, becomes , 
dN 
The above equation indicates that to obtain the three coefficients for 
the ~0 0 \.. , u 'IT Cuanns ... , ·tho::.!:! ~,.;c~.lc;ulated by t"J.tting to A0 -production angular 
distribution must be divided by the mean value of Pl(cosx). For th~s 
purpose, the average of Pl(cosx> over each momentum interval was computed 
for events with MMf greater than 3m20 using the following equation to 1T 
calculate cosx. 
cosx 
2 2 
2 E A EE - mE - m A 
2li\l li\1 
(6. 6) 
-+ 
where E, m and P denote energy, mass and momentum in the centre of mass 
respectively. Pr was calculated from the relation 
::. 
[s - <mrc + m1To>2] [s - (mro - m1To>2] 
4S 
whereJ:S is the total centre of mass energy. It should be noted that 
P.e_(cosX) was never more than 5% away from uni.ty. This is to be expected 
in the decay of a particle to a massive and a non-massive secondary, 
that is the A0 follows the direction of E0 quite closely. 
In Table 6.4 the Legendre coefficients for I:0 1r 0 channel as a function 
of momentum are shown and also they are plotted in Figure 6.11. The 
strong contribution from A(1520) D wave can be seen in A2/A0 distribution. 
The agreement with.refs. 6.1 and 6.2 is very good~ 
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Table 6.4: Production angular distribution 
Legendre coefficients for L0 n° channel 
Momentum 
(MeV) 
c . 
A1/Ao AlAe A/A0 
-
280 0.20 ± 0. 25 0.25 ± 0.33 0.16 ± 0.39 
327 I 0.19 ± 0.25 -0.04 ± 0.34 -0.33 ± 0.41 
U • .B ± 0.21 0.16 ± 0.29 -0.11 ± 0.31 
390 0.32 ± 0.10 0.98 ± 0.20 0.23 ± 0.14 
420 -0.11 ± 0.22 1.45 ± 0.23 0.03 ± 0.29 
455 0.19 ± 0.32 1. 24 ± 0. 35 -0.52 ± 0.46 
In determining the coefficients to be used for E0 n° events in the 
1 . h 2 0 2 2 . d h ff' . samp e w~t MM between to m 0 ~n or er to correct t e coe ~c~ent 1f 
for A0 n° events, the average Pl(cosx) were found for~ between 
In Table 6.5 and in Figure 6.12 the Legendre coefficients 
for the A 0 ·rr 0 channel are shown for different momentum intervals. 
A1/A0 and A2/A0 are significantly non-zero, but A3/A0 is consistent 
with zero. Again the agreement with the data of reference (6.1) and 
(6.2) is satisfactory. For the A0 channel there is no evidence of 
resonance behaviour. 
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Table 6.5: Production angular distribution Legendre 
coefficients for AOnO channel 
Momentum 
(M~V) A1/Ao A/A0 A/Ao 
280 -0.88 ± 0.20 0.09 ± 0.16 0.35 ± 0.17 
327 -0.88 ± 0.19 0.68 ± 0.27 -0.28 ± 0.30 
I 360 -0.95 ± 0.23 0.44 :!: n.1? 0. 2.1 + f') ':!7 
390 -1.33 ± 0.23 0.66 ± 0.33 -0.18 ± 0.36 
420 -1.36 ± 0. 23 0.34 ± 0.37 -0.39 ± 0.38 
455 -1.36 ± 0. 47 1.05 ± 0.42 -0.74 ± 0.31 
6.3 Polarisation Expansion Coefficients 
The polarisation can be measured forA 0 n° and E0 n° channels 
using the parity non-conservation of the \oleak decay of the A0-hyperon. 
0 0 0 For the E n channel, however, the effect of not knowing the E 
direction must be taken into account. 
The A0 n° channel, being simpler, will be considered first. For 
a polarisation P of the A0 , the angular distribution integrated over 
azimuth of the decay proton in the rest system of the hyperon is given 
by 
dN (1 + o. P cosb) d(cosb) 
where NT is the total number of events, o. is the decay asymmetry 
parameter = 0.645 and b is the angle between the proton and the polarisa-
tion direction. Since the production of the A0 is due to a parity 
conserving strong interaction, the hyperon may only be polarised normal 
to the production plane. The joint distribution of centre of mass 
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production angle e11 and decay angle b can be written generally as 
d2N N [ 1 + 
3 AR. T l: (coseA> + acosb -P d (case A) d (cosb) 4 A R. 
.f..=:l 0 
(6. 7) 
3 BR. 1 (case.) l L. - Pe_ 
i=l !';. IL -l 0 
Here the production angular distribution is defined by the Legendre 
function coefficients AR. which were determined in the last section, 
and the variation of polarisation with production angle is contained in 
the value of the coefficients BR. of the associated Legendre polynomials 
1 PR.(coseA). The value of BR. can be found by multiplying both sides by 
1 PR.(coseA) and cosb and integrating over cos6A and cosb. One then 
obtains the relation 
3 (2R. + 1) 
aR. (R. + 1) 
J'=N 
'I' 
L: 
j=1 
cosb (6. 8) 
where the integral has been replaced by a sum over the finite sample 
of NT events. 
For the E0 n° , the unknown direction of the L0 introduces the angle 
X between the A0 and L0 in the centre of mass, as explained in the last 
* section. Since the polarisation of the A0 depends on the angle x 
between the AO and the L0 in the latter's rest frame, the joint distri-
bution function analogous to (6.7) becomes (see Appendix E-a). 
T ,..... R. 
d(cosx ) d(cosb) d(coseA) 
N [ 
3 
A 8 1 + }_, APR. (cosx> 
R.=1 0 
a cosb 
R. <l + 1) . * s1.nx * sin(X -x> 
P 0 (cose.) 
.{. /\ 
(6. 9) 
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Figure 6.13 shows the geometry to which equation (6.9) refers. 
z 
* AO 
Figure 6.13: The A0 momentum is tru<en along the 
x-axis and the xy plane contains 
the beam momentum. 
0 Since, as already mentioned, x is always less than 15 , cos X is 
always within 3% of unity and hence in integrating over cosx*, it is a 
good approximation to replace Pl (cos X) with Pl (1) = l (l. + 1) /2. For the 
same reason, sin X r:an be taken negligible. The polarisation term 
in equation (6.9) now becomes: 
a 
2 
. 2 * 
cosb s1.n X 
3 
L 
l=1 
The appropriate expression to project out the values of B.e, is now: 
6 c2.e. + 1 > P1 8 < cosb (cos .> > 
aF<Xi, x;> .e.c.e.+ 1) .e. " xi, x2 (6.10) 
Xi and X2 are the limits of integration over cosX* (i.e. MM 2 , see below) 
and 
F <x* x*> 1 I 2 
-· 39 .. 
= 
*
2 
+ x*2 + x* x* x1 2 1 2 
1 - 3 
As in the last section, events with MM2 > 3m2 (cosx* < 0.375) were 
11'0 
considered as the E 0 1r 0 sample with a small contamination of the A1r 0 1r 0 
channel. Appendix E-b shows that the best determination of polarisation 
is obtained by having a lower limit of -0.756 on cosx* (corresponding 
'i:.o ~ . .r.? ~b.:> m20 ) since as cosx.:. tends to 1, the amount of polarisation 1T 
transferred from the E0 to the A0 becomes zero. To obtain the values 
of B! for the E0 1r 0 channel, events with MM2 between 3 and 6.5 m~0 were 
used corresponding to x; and Xi having values of 0.375 and -0.756 which 
give F <Xi, x;> a value of 0. 87. The effect of the !lOnOn o channel was sub-
tracted using the f1°1r + 1f- events as before for which the coefficients are shown 
below 
0.06 ± 0.19 
= 0.42 ± 0.27 
= - o. 38 ± o. 39 
Shown in Table 6.6 and in Figure 6.14 are the coefficients B! for 
0 0 E 1r channel as a function of incident K -momentum. The dominance 
of the i\(1520) D wave resonance is clearly shown by the behaviour of 
B2 
A 
0 
The agreement with the data of l'tast et al (ref. 6. 2) and 
Berley et al (ref. 6.1) is good. 
Table 6.6: 
I· Momentum 
I ( M~V) 
l 
280 
327 
360 
390 
420 
455 
'JC -
Polarisation Legendre coefficients 
for ~0 11° channel 
B1 I B3 B2 I 
- - I -A A A 0 0 I 0 
0.47 ± 0.23 I -0.33 ± 0. 28 I 0.11 ± 0.26 I I t 
0.02 ± 0.26 I 0.58 ± 0.36 i -0.07 ± 0.24 I I I 
0.16±0.21 0.47 ± 0.29 0. 27 ± 0.19 
0.22 ± 0.16 0.53 ± 0.26 -0.42 ± 0.21 
0.80 ± 0.17 0.15 ± 0.31 0.44 ± 0.25 
0.57 ± 0.27 0.11 ± 0.33 -0.04 ± 0.39 
i 
For ll.0 n° channel, events \·lith MM
2 
between zero and 2m2_ were 
11u 
chosen, subtracting the effect of ~ 011° contamination, the coefficients 
B,e. were 
Bl 
obtained, shown in Table 6.7 and in Figure 6.15. As can be seen 
the ~ is clearly 
B2 B3 
non-zero, but ~ and ~ are not significantly different 
0 0 0 
from zero. However, a good agreement with the da.ta of refs. 6. 1 and 6. 2 
does exist. 
Table 6. 7: 
I I Momentum I (M~V) i I I 
! 
I I 280 I ! 
; 327 I I I 
Polarisation Legendre coefficients for 
A0 11° channel 
j 
B1 B2 B3. 
- - -Ao Ao Ao 
0.13 ± 0.21 0.01 ± 0.37 -0.05 ± 0.41 
0.43 ± 0.18 -0.05 ± 0.28 0.05 ± 0.37 
360 -0.11 ± 0.25 -0.02 ± 0.26 0.12 ± 0.31 
390 0.31 ± 0.15 -0.36 ± 0.19 -0.11 ± 0. 28 
420 0.20 ± 0.18 0.05 ± 0.32 0.18 ± 0.55 
455 0.52 ± 0.23 -0.36 ± 0.42 0.23 ± 0.63 
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6.4 0 0 0 0 . The A 1r and I: n constra~ned channels 
A fundamental difference between this experiment and the conven-
tional hydrogen bubble chamber experiments is in the detection of gamma-
+ - 0 
rays (e e pairs). In this section A -events with one associated gamma-
ray are considered. It will be seen that even one associated gamma-ray 
() () '"· (j is enough t-o make a good separati.on of A u-and I:vn channels. The results 
on the angular distribution and polarisation for A0 n° and >:: 0 TI 0 channels 
are then compared with. the weighted average data of ref~!"!"...._c-:::. ~-~ana 
6.? •.·!hie!" .... ...:-.:: cne two high-statistics experiments within th1~ momentum 
range of the present experiment. 
6.4.1 Separating the Ambiguous A0 n°/>:: 0 n° constrained channels 
At the time of writing, and with the A0 selected within the same 
criteria as those shown in Table 5.1, a total of 414 A0 -events were 
available which fitted the following hypotheses: 
(2) 
0 
'If 
+ -
--.. y (e e ) 
0 + -
--.. A (e e ) 
+ -The (e e ) defines an observed gamma ray for the event. The hypothesis 
- 0 0 0 + -K ,P --.. I: n , n --.. y (e e ) cannot be fitted as there are too many mi.ssing 
variables. From the total of 414 events, 178 of them fitted reaction (1), 
135 fitted reaction (2) and 101 events were ambiguous between the two 
reactions. In order to resolve the ambiguity and also as a preliminary 
check on these events, the angular distribution of the gamma rays in the 
rest frame of >:: 0 was obtained from the I:0 TI 0 fitted data. The distribution 
for unambiguous fits is shown in Figure 6.16, and Figure 6.17 gives the 
results for the ambiguous events. The distribution for true >:: 0 -events is 
expected to be uniform but as can be seen, it is the combination of the 
two distributions which is flat. From this, it appears as if a large 
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Gamma ray angular distribution in the rest 
frame of E0 for ambiguous A0 n°/E 0 n° events. 
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. . f h b. " 0 0 ma]or~ty o t e am ~guous events are ~ n • To check this in an independent 
approach, the distribution of the square of invariant mass for the A0 and 
gamma ray combination (using the unfitted values for the kinetmatic 
variables) was obtained for ambiguous events (Fig. 6.18). As can be seen, 
there is a large enhancement at m~ 0 with a small background. It must be 
noted that for the amh;auou~ ev~uLs, the momentum of one of the electrons 
was unmeasured for about half of the cases. Because of this there are 
only 48 events in Figure 6.18. Shown in Figure 6.1q ;Q .:O.:j_uaJ.~ or the 
~nvariant n1ass distribution for Ay combination for the A0 n° events. This 
distribution should be flat for true A0 n°events, and Figure 6.19 shows a 
? 
reasonably uniform shape with evidence of loss in the region of m;:o . To 
estimate the loss in 
was calculated ( 1. 78 
this distribution, if any, the mid-point mass squared 
* 
( GeV )2 ) -c- and it was then required that the number 
of events either side of mid-point must be equal. This showed a loss of 
the order of 10% for the lower half of the distribution which would imply 
only about 20 events available for the ambiguous class. Therefore, all 
0 01 0 0 .,o 0 " d d the ambiguous A n I: n events were taken to be ~ n ana ad e to the 
amb . .,o 0 un ~guous ~ n events. Consequently a sample of 178 A0 n° events and a 
0 0 
sample of 236 I: n events became available for further study. 
;_6.4.2 Angular Distributions 
The centre of mass production angular distributions (angle between 
K- and hyperon) for the fitted A0 n° and I:0 n° events \vith one gamma ray 
are shown in Figures 6.20 and 6.21 respectively. Due to the low statistics 
available for these channels, events with incident K -momentum from 345 
MeV 
to 435 -c- were included in the distributions thus including the A(1520). 
-
* There is a small dependence on incoming K -momentum, which was 
neglected for this check. 
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The solid curve in each plot is from the fit to Legendre polynomials 
described in Chapter 6 using the weighted average of the coefficients Al 
for the momentum intervals between 345 to 435 MeV (see Table 6.4 and 
c 
6.5). As can be seen the agreement is very good. A comparison has also 
been made be1:ween this experiment and the results nf the refe:t:~nces 6.1 
and 6.2 within the same momentum region. For this purpose, the weighted 
average of the two results for the production angular distribution were 
plotted in Fiqnro~ ~.:!:::: ...... ..:;. o . .<:l. These are shown by dashed lines. Again 
there is a good agreement between the data from the present experiment 
and the world average. 
6.4.3 Polarisation 
In order to measure the polarisation, a large number of events is 
needed. Therefore, with the low statistics available one cannot expect 
to add significantly to what is already known. Hence in this section 
only a comparison has been made between the results from the E0 u0 events 
with gamma rays and the weighted average data of references 6.1 and 6.2 
for the ~ 0-polarisation. 
The proton angular distribution from the A~decay in the r 0 u0 reaction 
is given by 
dN (6. 11) d(cosb) 
when N is the number of events, cosb = n p and p is a unit ve:ctor in 
the direction of the decay protori in the E0 -rest frame. A n is then the 
unit vector normal to the production plane defined as 
-+ -+ 0 K and ro denote incident K and outgoing ~ • From equation (6.11), the 
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Figure 6.20: Production angular distribution for the 
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the fitted Legendre coefficients. 
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E 0~ 0 channel. The curves are from the fitted 
Legendre coefficients. 
average cosb is given by 
cosb 
- 94 -
.!... 0. p 
3 A A (6.12) 
·The E0 -polarisation can be obtained from the A0 -polarisation in the decay 
. 0 0 
of E ~ A Y using 
-+ 
3 PA PE = - (6. 13) 
Hence 
cosb 1 p'[. = - -0. 9 A (6.14) 
where substitution has been made for PA. 
MeV Events with incident K -momentum between 345 to 435 -c- were 
divided into two intervals of E0 -production angle , 
Interval 1 -0.8 ~ coseE ~ -0.02 
Interval 2 0.2 ~ cosSE .:E 0.8 
The E0 -polarisation is expected to be zero for Sr. 
For each interval cosb was computed and from equation 6.15, the 
following results were obtained, 
Interval 1 cosb = 0.07 ± .06 
(6.16) 
Interval 2 cosb =- 0.12 ± • 05 
To compare this result with that of references 6.1 and 6.2, cosb were 
calculated for each interval from the weighted average Legendre coef-
ficients obtained in these references using 
- JS -
where z = coset and z1 and z2 are the lower and upper limits of coset 
for each interval. The results obtained for Pt are 
Interval 1 pt = -0.463 ± 0.11 
Tn+-ea"!:".r?..!. ::! n i.iu;;, J: U.:.:!:, 
.. t 
It must be noted that, in Interval 2, t 0 appears to be fully 
polarised. These values of are corresponding to the following 
values for cosb .. 
Interval 1 cosb = 0.04 ± 0.01 
(6.17) 
Interval 2 cosb -0.08 ± .02 
Comparing the results quoted on 6.16 and 6.17 gives a reasonable good 
agreement within the errors, but it is clear that the statistics are 
insufficient for a realy significant test. 
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CHAPTER 7 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis a composite chamber has been used consisting of a 
hydrogen chamber (T.S.T.) inside a·second one filled with a neon-hydrogen 
mixture. The purpose of the surrounding chamber is to enhance the 
materialisation of gamma rays and these can then be used to detect the 
presence of neutral pions and ·to distinguish I: 0 production (where the 
I:0 decays to A0 y ) from simple A0 production. 
The neon-hydrogen mixture consisted of about 70-75% neon (by 
number of molecules). Since this leads to an expected radiation length 
associatc-:!d conversion length for pair production 
of about 45 em then it has been possible to measure the~ directly in the 
composite chamber where total length is 1.5 metres. The value of the 
:.Z..i) tZ0:•"1V.tit."$ion length is 36 ± , 0 em. 
Although the chamber was expected to convert about 25% of the 
y-rays in practice, at the low momenta of this experiment, approximately 
1/3 of the y-rays have such lm.,r energies that the rapid energy loss of 
their materialised electron-positron pairs makes it impossible to measure 
them. Consequently the effective materialisation amounted to 14% of 
the y-rays. 
This raises the question of the viability of the T.S.T. approach 
to bubble chamber physics. Results from the present experime~t are in 
a preliminary stage, but it is seen quite clearly at the end of Chapter 
6 that although the number of A0 events with associate(! y-rays is quite 
small, it does lead to a very effective separation of the A0 and I: 0 
channels which was only possible (in the earlier part of Chapter 6) by 
a very detailed analysis of the MM2 distribution to events with A0 pro-
duction. Given adequate statistics, which should be available at the 
colilpletion of the experiment, the enhanced y-materialisation will be 
seen to be a very effective aid in the analysis of the experiment. 
For events without y-rays it has been seen in Chapter 5 that the 
narrow T.S.T. has imposed a variety of geometric biases. These have 
been recognized and identified. Provided suitable selection criteria 
are imposed CbaRic~lly of 3 geometric natuL~) then the biases can be 
controlled and corrected for. However, large data samples are required 
which, again, should be available at the termination of the experiment. 
In a sense this thesis describes an experiment to test the use-
fulness of T.S.T. approach in low momentum kaon physics. It is clear 
from above (and from detailed results presented in the earlier chapters) 
that such a chamber can be used successfully. This has been shc·wn by 
an examination of the data in the region of production of the known A(1520). 
The interaction channels reported are K-P-+ A0 + neutrals and 
The momentum range covered was 200 to 500 MeV for cross-
e 
sections and 250 to 500 MeV for the rest of analysis. The channels 
c 
are dominated by the formation of the A(1520) at a momentum of 390 MeV c . 
This momentum region has al.ready been reported by two groups having high-
statistics (refs. 6.1 and 6.2) fer the A0 -neutral channel and charge-
exchange reaction. The comparisons made in the thesis with the published 
data, therefore, form a careful calibration of the T.S.T. bubble chamber 
as well as indicating how high statistics on events with one gamma ·ray 
could easily yield definitive results on the separation of E0 ~0 and 
A0 ~ 0 channels. 
In spite of the limited number of events, the results obtained in 
this thesis are in a good agreement with those from the high-statistics 
experiments as discussed briefly below. 
The cross-sections for A0 + neutrals and the charge-exchange 
channels are consistent, taking into account the momentum resolution, 
- :.;[; -
with the existing data, in particular, the signal from the resonance 
A(1520) is quite marked. Despite the small number of events for the 
0 + -
sample of A ~ n events, the cross-section is in a good agreement with 
that of reference 6.4. 
As seen in Figure 6.6, the fraction of 0 A -events which goes to 
0 u 
the A n final state is: consistent with the data of reference 6. 2 well 
MeV 
within the errors, in particular, at incident K -momentum of 390 c 
Although a simpler approach in determining the Legendre coefficients 
describing the angular distribution and polarisation than those adopted 
in references 6.1 and 6.2, the results are in a good agreement. This is 
A2 B2 
very clear from the coefficients~ and~ in the region of A(1520). 
0 0 
Finally events with associated gamma rays seems to lead to effective 
analysis. This can be seen from Figure 6.20 and 6.21 which compare the 
angular distributiops for the A0 n° and E0 n°constrained channels with 
the results from fit in the present experiment and with the world average 
data. 
Where this experiment will provide significant new data is in the 
t · b 1 ab t 350 MeV and between 450 and 600 Mcev • momen um reg1on e ow ou ---c Here 
existing statistics are low and of doubtful quality. What this thesis 
has shown is that the biases of a T.S.T. chamber can be identified and 
where these are corrected for the results from the chamber, are in good 
agreement with those from the largest and most carefully executive 
experiments of Mast et al. Not only the results are comparable to those 
from conventional chambers, but with the added information from y-ray 
materialisation, the analysis of the data in the lower and higher momen-
tum intervals should be much more penetrating. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF FORMULA (3.1) 
The total relative error in momentum of a track can be written 
in the form 
= 
= 
(~ y 
meas. 
7,8 F 
2 0. 3 H L, 
+ (a: )2 
Coul. 
(A1) 
'f 2 + 45 7. 8 p [ ( )2]~ 0 6H ~ I 0. 3 H L 2 
where substitution has been made for the terms inside the bracket from ·eqs. 
(2~.1) and (2Q •• 2) respectively (see Section 2.6 for the applied unit). 
For a given momentwn P = P , let L be a typical track length for \'lhich, 
0 0 
(~) 
so that, 
and therefore, 
meas. 
p 
0 
= 
= 
= 
= 
(~) 
Coul. 
3 1.73L~ jf aiX 
0 0 0 
7.8 p f 
0 [ 
p 2 ]~ 
1 + (;) 
(~) G·t:n~ 
meas. 
(A2) 
Hence the effect of Coulomb scattering in the momentum measurement is 
equivalent to increasing the measuring inaccuracy f
0 
to f so that , 
- ~OJ -
f = 
In terms of the corresponding radii, (A3) can be written as 
Substituting P 
where 
f = 
D 
= 0. 3 H R and P from (A2) in (A3) one gets , 
0 
= 2R 
c = ( 11.5 ) 2 f a H 
0 
For tracks in hydrogen with B "' 1 , f = 0.01 em, 
0 
X = 990 em and 
0 
H = 12.33 Kgauss, C is of the order of 9. 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(AS) 
The on-line system measures the points in the unit of 1 fringe (equal to 
25 microns in they-direction and 50 microns in the x-direction). There-
fore describing lengths by this y unit, (AS) will take the following form 
f = 
where L and D are in fringes. 
0 
Comparing (A6) with eq. (3nl.l) leads to 
= 4 and = 
(A6) 
• 02 
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APPENDIX B 
WEIGHTING OF TAU-TRACKLENGTH 
In Chapter 5 (see Section 5.3) it was found that the.weight which 
gives the initial number of kaons from the number of seen tau-decays .i:s 
1/ rB fL md! l 
L 0 CTp j 
In driving the above expression for the weight, the contribution from 
the strong interactions has not been taken into account. In order to 
see the effect of the strong interactions in W (L,P) \-te proceed as 
follows: 
Assume that AT(P) is an effective mean free path for strong inter-
actions and weak decays, then 
1 
X (P) 
T 
1 
A (P) 
i 
+ 
1 
A (P) 
d 
-s AP (B. 1) 
where Ai and Ad are the mean free path for interaction and decay respec-
tively. The dependence on momentum is approximated but adequate for the 
calculation, and s can be found from the variation of the total K p cross-
sections with momentum which is 1.13. The residual range corresponding 
to the momentum is given by 
where n = 3. 6 and from this relation the momentum of a particle after a 
distance l from a point where P = P with R = R is 
0 0 
= p 
0 
0 1; 
(1 - -.(..-) n 
R 
0 
(B. 2) 
so that 
1 
= 
l -s;n 
A p o-S ( 1 - R ) 
0 
The attenuation of the beam is given by 
-dN(l) N( o)AP-s l-S!n 
-t.. <1 - R""> dl 
0 0 
which yields 
,.., I()\ 
where N0 is the original number of kaons. 
S . l . 11 i t . 1' t . 11 d t d 1nce R 1s sma n our momen urn reg1on, 1s a owe o expan 
0 
l -1/n (1 - --) in a binomial series which leads equation B.3 to 
R,.. 
'OJ 
N(i.) [- l ( 1 + ...§....f.+ S (1 + S) £.2 )] = N exp A R2 0 (P ) 2n R Gn T o 0 
0 
(B. J) 
l 1, so the exponential can be expanded too and therefore Also 'f""" << 
T 
= A (P ) 
T o 
( 1 +_§__f.+ 5(5+1) 2n R Gn 
0 
~2 ) 
R 
0 
Now, the number of decays in length dl at ,e is 
where 
-2 
Ad (i.) = m 
cTP = 
m 
CTP 
0 
£. -.1/n 
(1 - R > 
0 
+H. ~p ,r .. J 
T o 
(B. 4) 
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which substitution has been made from B.2. Assuming L is the potential 
length, then the number of decays within the chamber becomes 
= t 
0 
-1/ 
N (!) (1 - Rt ) n dl/ A (P ) 
d 0 
0 
Integrating B.5 after substitutinq B.4 for N(l) <Ji"-'!8 
(B. 5) 
N L 
0 
2 
L I.. L n+1 
--+--+--+--
2AT 2nRn 1 R~ 2 ~n2 ... ·l 
T 
Therefore, the observation of a ~-decay with entry momentum P and 
0 
potential length L implies a total number of kaons entering with those 
characteristics given by 
W (p L) i o' = G -
where B is the branching ratio ( "' 5%) • 
L 1 
2AT + 2nR
0 
-1 
.., 
..... J 
To calculate the amount of tracklength per momentum interval, define 
i.(P 1) and l(P2) as the lower and upper edge of a length corresponding 
to the momentum interval P1 ~ P2• On average W. (P ,L) kaons contribute ~ 0 
a pathlength of Li between l(P1) and l(P2) such that 
N <l> at (B. 6) 
where substitution has been made from B. 4. 
Integrating B.6 gives 
= W. (P ,L) 
~ 0 
-· 404 -
l(P2) 
[.e.(t _ _!:__)+.!. (-1 - §_ _1 ).e.2 J 2A 6 2 n A R0 ••• T 3AT T l(P ) 
1 
It can be seen from the above relation that the effect of the strong 
interactions in the amount of tracklength is of the order of 2~ which T 
is "'5% for 50 mb total cross-section. 
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APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF EQUATION 5.5 
From the decay law, the probability of decay for a tau-meson in 
length l, l + dl is 
dN 
N 
= 
-mdl 
ctP-
(C. 1) 
p 
=- CT 
m 
is the decay mean free path. Integrating (C.1) yields 
N 
log N 
0 JL _ mdl CTP 
0 
where L is the kaon potential length. 
b ~1 Assuming that R = aP leads to dl = - dR = - abP· dP and 
N log-N 
0 
=fp2 m 
CT 
-mb 
C T (b- 1) (C. 2) 
where 1 and 2 refer to the kaon quantities at entrance and exiting of the 
fiducial volume respectively. From (C.2) 
N (C. 3) 
At the entrance to the fiducial volume the number of kaons with momentum 
P ,P + dP and potential length L, L + dL is 
N (P ,L) dP dL 
0 
n (P)dP m (L) dL 
by 
experiment 
0 0 
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The number of kaons which will survive the potential length L is 
m(L)dL m0 (L) dL exp [c T ~~- 1) (C. 4) 
in which substitution has been made from (C.3) and it is assumed that 
1/R 
Replacing ~ by a 
by R1 - L, then 
,,_ .. \ 
- ., \AJ .., I 
by a constant K and R~ 
" 
m (L) dL 
1 - 1/b) r 1 - 1/ b J 
m
0 
(L) dL exp ( -KR1 exp ~ (R1 - L) 
Alternatively the number decaying in l((L) dl is 
dm (.f.) dL 
dl 
and those decaying by the \-mode are 
dt(l) dL 
dl = 
B dm(l) dL 
dL 
where B is the branching ratio for T-decays. 
If W is the weighting factor for 1-decays then 
Substituting (c. 4) and (.C. 6) in (c. 5) gives 
(C. 5) 
(C. 6) 
(C. 7) 
- lu7 -
If the number ofT-decays in bin dP, dL, dl is shown by v, then (C.7) 
can be written in the form of 
which is equation 5.5. 
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APPENDIX D 
CALCULA'l'ION OF 6 MM 
?. 
The error on the missing mass squared (6·M~) were calculated 
using the following relation , 
6MM2 = aMM
2 E~l )p 2 CIMM2 Clcj>K (p~ )•: aMM 2 (cfiK) aPK K K + Clcj>K a!) E +~ E K K 
(D .1) 
where subscripts K and A denote incident K- a.nd A 0 , E (cj>) , E (tan }, ) and 
E(~) are the errors on cj> , tan}, and} at the production vertex respec-
tively. The second term in the equation (D.l) accounts for the correla-
tion between the azimuth at the vertex and PK at the centre of track. 
Correlation between other 
By use of equation 
terms assumed 
6MM2 
(6.1), ~, 
K 
to be 
(IMM 2 
Cl<l>-, 
K 
in termE. of the kinematic variables P K' P A, 
zero. 
could be expressed 
The values of these 
variables and the errors on them written on the D.S.T. were at the 
centre of track a.nd, therefore, in order to be used in equation (D.l.), 
they must be swum for charged particles to the production vertex. 
However, the swum values for the errors on cj> and tan}, are only slightly 
different from those at the centre of track so that central values were 
used in equation (D. 1) for E ($) and E (ta.n }, ) . Therefore, E (J!-) was 
K 
the only quantity which had to be swumto the primary vertex and this 
was done through the relation, 
- :og -
n + 1 
= Ea-1 
c 
(D. 2) 
where C and V denote the centre of track and vertex respectively. 
Equation (D.2) was derived by differentiating the range-energy 
1 · n h f '· 11 h re at~on, R = KP , at t e centre o trac~ as we as t e vertex 
and relating the two expressions through the length of the track. 
The valu~ of n was taken as 3.6. 
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APPENDIX E 
(a) Derivation of equation (6.7) 
0 0 0 From the E n channel, the E -polarisation must be extracted from 
that of t~e observed A0 • To do this, choose axes x = uA and 
u 
z = 
X UK 
sin6A where uA and {iK are unit vectors along the A
0
-direction 
and incident K respectively in the laboratory centre of mass (see 
Figure 6.13). 
Consider A0 coming from E0 which makes an angle x with uA and 
an azimuthal angle $ round uA , then 
uE X UA sine I: u nl: 
or (E. 1) 
uL X UA 
u = 
nE sinar 
where u is a unit vector. along the normal to the E0 production plane. 
nE 
~ 
In terms of angles, unE can be written as 
u 
nl: = 
+ 
(-sinx sin$ . a \ s~n A I 
X + 
(sinx sin$ cosaA) 
sinaE 
(cosx sin6A - sinx cos¢ coseA) 
sin6E z 
y 
(E. 2) 
In the rest frame of E0 , the polarisation of E0 is along the A0 -direction 
but depends on the I: 0-production plane normal. Bearing in mind that 
going from centre of mass to the rest frame of the E0 leaves the direction 
of ~nl: and the decay plane of A0 unchanged and only the angle X opens up 
to x* allows us to write 
(E. 3) 
~ Ao where uAE is a unit vector associated with in the rest frame of 
'_: 1 -
E0 and can be written as , 
cos(X* -X) x * A sin(x - X)cos~ y sin(x* - X)sin~ z 
(E. 4) 
Equations (E.2) to (E.4) give, 
=P E 
sin6A sin~ sinx* 
. e u,,~ s~n E l• 
A 0 -polarisation is measured with respect to the A o_production plane 
normal. 0 The component of A -polarisation in this direction is 
z 
· e · 2.1\ • x* s~n A s~n '~' s~n 
sin8E sin(x* - X) 
0 0 Now, the probability that an event belonging to E 1r channel is 
characterised by the angles SA, b and X is 
d (cosX) d (dose A.) d (cosb) = NT [1 + t A 0 P0 (cos:iO P0 (cos6A) 8 l= 1 .(. .(. .(. 
acosb 
- l<l + 1) 
(b) Optimisation of the polarisation 
From Figure 6.13, it can be shown that, 
* cosh . * * s~nx sincp 
where b* is the angle between A0 and the normal and ~· is the azimuthal 
, of ,~ 0 · t' ang~e ' w~ n respect to E0 , both in the rest frame of E0 • For a 
-+ 
fixed value of x*, the average !PAl over the azimuth cp* (see equation E.3) 
is 
-+-
< I FA (X*) I > = 
* 
1 n , 2 * 
- r: Sl.n X 2 ): 
calling X = x and integrating over x from -x1 to +x 2 gives 
= 
For events with MM2 > 3m~o , P11 is maximum for cosx* = -0.756. The 
angle x* is related to MM2 in the following way: 
cos X* 
2~ - (MM2 - ~ ) 
min max 
= ~ - Mli 
min max 
2 
where max and min denote upper and lower limit of MM • From this 
· x* 756 MM2 6 s 2 equat1.on cos = -0. becomes equivalent to ~ . m11' 0 • The 
slow variation of x* with respect to incident K -momentum is ignored 
in this optimisation. 
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